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ABSTRACT 
The ·transient resp~mse of a vapor-incompressible li-
quid concentric pipe· heat exchanger to flow upsets was 
investigated. The mathematical model, a partial differ-
·; ential equation with variable coefficients, was simulated 
·.) 
! 
according to the Crank-Nicolson implicit nume·rical scheme 
on the G.E. 225 digital computer. It was found that use 
of the 11 linearization11 technique to g-ive a constant-
coefficients equation obscur.ed certain salient quasi-
linear features: namely, the non-proportional relation-
ship between temperature displacement and upset amplitude 
and the dep~ndency of speed of response on the upset. 
A program was written to study the influence of 
these properties on the exchanger model which was control-
led for enteI'ing tu,be-fluid temperature upsets by manipu-
lating· flow rate. The computed response under various 
modes of control seemed to indicate that higher harmonics 
a.nd the resonance _phenomenon were contributing to the 01,1t-
put. Moreover, large disturbances were shown to appre-
ciably alter the characteristics or t~e model. Controll-
ability of the system was significantly improved and the 
feedback element contributed the major lag. 
-·---·----· 
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INTRODUCTION 
The dynamic characteristics of physical systems 
which must be represented by differential equations with 
·i variable coefficients are not well defined becaus·e of the 
·, 
.\ dii'ficul ties in obtaining analytical solutions. Two such 
'· 
j 
.systems are the flow-forc~d heat exchanger, a distributed 
parameter system, and the variable-flow stirred tank reac-
tor, a lumped system. The usual approach to such vari-
able parameter ~odels inyolves the so-called 11lineariza-
tion11 technique, in which an equation with time-varying 
coefficients is manipulated to a constant coefficient 
form (21). Time-dependent variables can be represented as 
a -sum of a steady-state level and a perturbation, or devia-
tio~- from steady state, quantity. Product of perturbation 
·terms are dropped from the ·analysis to obtain an equation 
with time-invariant coefficients which can be solved 
analytically.in the form of a transfer function. This 
procedure is accurate only for relatively small deviations 
in the variable coefficients. Usi~g the method of charac-
teristics Koppel (13) derived an exact solution for a time-
varying distributed·parameter system (flow-forced ex-
changer) which indicates the. degree of accuracy of the 
"linearization" technique. Unfortunately, the il8e ·of 
"linearized" differential equation approximations may also 
mask some salient features of the model with time-varJing 
' i 
J. 
r: ..... 
• 'l" 
. '' ·.,: 
... ,-- ..... ,,,,;.·., .. ,. , .. 
;• 
.i.,. 
·-
.•·1 
·' ... . . 
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coefficients, such as the dependency of both the magnitude 
and the speed of' response on the amplitude and direction 
of' the upset. 
It was the purpose of this paper to analyze both the 
transient response of' the variable-coefficients model of a 
heat exchanger to flow upsets and also the behavior of the 
sy~tem when controlled by manipulating flow in order t.o 
det_ermine which characteristics of the exchanger model may 
be masked by the "linear.izat1on11 technique and how these 
will affect control. 
Many investigators have analyzed the dynamic response 
of heat exchangers to disturbances in the entering tempera-
ture of either tube"!'side or shell-side fluid (2,3,.11,12, 
17,26). Generally, the mathematical models consisted of 
one or more partial differential ~quation~ with constant 
coefficients. Transfer functions, :relating exit tempera-
ture to the forced temperature, were developed using the 
Laplace transforni~tion, and frequency response character~ 
istic~ subsequently. determined. Cohen and Johnson (2,3) . . 
and Hempel (11) studied only the vapor-incompressible li-
quid heat exchanger, whereas the ·other investigators cited 
(12,17 ,26) developed trans.fer functions for several types 
of exchangers. The response to flow upsets has not been 
studied as extensively because a heat balance yields par-
tial differential equations with time-varying coefficients 
as opposed to the constant eoefficients for temperature 
! '•, 
) ' 
( I ' 
J 
,'£ 
- 4 -
upsets. The equation.a can be considerably simplified, and 
an analytical solution can usually be obtained, by appli-
cation of the illinearization!' technique. Stermole and 
Larson (22~23), Cohen and Johnson (3), and Hempel (11) 
have used this technique to investigate the frequency res-
ponse of flow disturbed exchangers. Mozley (17) studied 
models which had been further simplified b'y lumping the dis-
tributed properties into one point along the length of the 
exchanger. However, the use of such lumped approximations 
obscures some ·of the characteristics peculiar to distributed 
systems; spe~ifically, the lumped model does not ~redict 
the effects of resonance, as Stermole and Larson (22) have 
clearly shown. 
Few investigators have analyzed the behavior of a heat 
exchanger in control loops. Masubuchi (16) and Sanders (20) 
studied the control of tube-fluid temperature upsets by 
manipulating steam temperature. Hainsworth, et al. (7) 
stud_ied, experimentally and by analog simulation, the re-
sponse to flow upsets using steam pressure to control. 
:i Their results demonstrate particularly ·well the limitations 
of the linearized model, since controller settings were 
found to be optimum for a specific load only. Optimum set-
tings for a tr~y linear system would· be independent of the 
magnitude of the disturba:nc~. 
- 5 -
Additional references to the dynamic analysis and 
control of heat exchang_ers can be found in Harriott (10) 
and in Williams and Morris (28). 
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ANALYTICAL DEVELOPMENT 
Variable ... coefficients Model 
Koppel• s (13) model of a double-pipe, steam-water heat 
exchanger was chosen for study because of its simplicity. 
The mathematical model in eqn. 1 was derived based on the 
following assumption~ (13): 
1. shell-fluid or steam temperature is uniform 
over the length of the exchanger at any time 
2, tube-fluid in plug flow and exhibits perfect 
3, 
4, 
5. 
radial mixing and negligible axial mixing; 
axial heat conduction negligible 
physical properties of the tube-fl~~d con-
stant 
tube-wall capacitance negligible 
overall heat-transfer coefficient consider-
ed a function of flow rate, indep·endent of 
steam temperature 
/cp"'bT/~t' + (v+v)Cp\T/~x' == (VAh/'A0 )(T8-T) (1) 
Acc·ording to tm development of Koppel (13) the following 
dimensionless variables are define·d: 
t• vtYL 
x= x' /L 
r=- v/lff 
e(t,x) = (T.(t.,x)-Ts)/(T0 -Ts) 
P :11 UAh1f 'vCpAc 
The overall heat-transfer coefficient is assumed to vacy 
with flow according to the relationship 
U=U0 [1 + r(t)]b (2) 
where U0 is t;he value of U when r=O or at steady state. 
Expanding the expression for U in a Tayl~r series about 
r=O and neglecting all terms after the second yields the 
... • . 
J .. , . ) 'l I 
) . . • !,., 
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approximation 
U= u0 [1 + br(t~ (3) 
The mathematical model, model I, later referred to as t.he 
variable-coefficients or quasi-linear form, then becomes 
Model I: ~/~t + [l+r(t)] ~9/~x= -P0[1-t,br(t)] Q (4) 
where P0 =U0 AhLf,ovCpAc and Q=Q(t,x). 
Step fil:.2!: For ~ step in flow rate, constant entering 
temperature, eqn. 4 can be solved by the method of charac-
teristics (13) subject to the conditions 
Q{t,O) = 1.0 
Q(O,x).= exp(-~0x) 
The response to a step in flow, r(t)=a*1l(t), is given by 
Q(t,x)::.exp[-P0 (x - a(l-b)t)], t(x/(1.f.a) (5a) 
Q·(t,x)~ ex.p[-P0x(l+ab)/(l+a)], t > x/(l+aJ (5b) 
The qualitative behavior of the exit temp.era,ture to both 
a step increase and a step decrease in flow is presented 
in Figure 1. It is obvious from this figure and from 
eqns. 5 that the temperature responses can not be super-
imposed; for the situation shown in Figure 1 if' superposi-
tion were satisfied, the sum of the two responses (Ll Q) of 
Model I would be zero, which it clearly is not. However, 
the original P.D.E. contain~ neither non-linear functions 
of the dependent variable Q nor powers of' 9 or its deri-
vative a; therefore, in this sense the equation is linear 
and can ·be expec~ed to obey the superposition principle. 
.1 
Model 
II+a (e~ns. 
co 
V) I+a (eqns. 
-.-f 
• 
0 
-CD 
I 0 t 1-a 
-.-f 
• 
+1 
-CD 
II 
+1 
CD 
<J 
I 
-a (eqns. 
Figure 1: Temperature response of the variable-coefficients and 
linearized models to step upsets in flow. za*u(t) 
8) 
5) 
I 
CD 
I 
5) 
- 9 -
There appears to be some confusion concerning the super-
position properties oi' this type of time-varying system (21). 
Koppel (13) states that the P.D.E. describing the i'low-
i'orced exchanger ( eqn. 4 above) is linear and tbs. t the 
} "dependence oi' r on the independent variable t in no way 
,{ 
) affects· the property that any linear combination oi' solu-
1 ~ tions is a solution" (p. 133}. Stewart, et al. (24), on 
\ 
the other hand, refer to a ttme-va.rying lumped system as 
quasi-linear; ·that is., a linear differential equatio:o. which 
does not satisfy the superposition principle. The.se seem-
ingly corii'licting statements can be reconciled by the fol-
lowing interpretatio~. In one sense, ii' 91 and g2 are 
solutions for a step of height a1 , then 91 +92 is also a
 
solution to eqn. 4. Thus, the superposition principle i.s 
obeyed and eqn •. 4 is linear as Koppel has indicated. In 
a second sense, if Ql and 92 are solutions for steps of 
1 height a1 and ~ respectively, then 91 +92 is no
t the solu-
!-
1 tion for a step a1+a2; and, hence, eqn. ~ does not satisfy 
·~ 
' 
A 
·~ 
1 
'1 
superposition. It is in this sense that the model will be 
called quasi-linear. 
Consideration of eqn. 5b and Figure 1 ·indicates that 
the steady-state (t) x/(i+a1)) response is not proportion-
al to the magnitude of the flow upset. In fact, thl nega-
tive step izi flow produces a greater change in temperature 
at steady state than does a positive step or the same mag-
nitude. Seaton and Schiesser (21) have called this 
( 
I. 
',' ;'~ 
,·,, ' .·. ,,; ... 
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characteristic 11non-proportionall' gain, rather than "non-
linear" in order to avoid the implication that eqn. 4 is 
nonlinear. This property becomes incre·asiz;ig apparent as 
the magnitudes of the variable coefficien_ts (flow) are in-
creased; and, consequently, much of conventional control 
theory may not be applicable (21). Stern:iole and Larson 
(2~) have observed this qu~si-linear behavior· in the tran-
si.ent response to -s·~ep upsets in flow obtained experiment-
ally. In addition, they noted that response to flow rate 
. . 
. 
increases is faster than response to flow decreases and 
developed a lumped parameter model which· predicted this be-
_havior. Returning to Figure 1, the earlier separation of 
the time domain (eqn. 5a ~d 5b) in the respons.e to the . 
positive step clearly demonstrates this difference in speed 
of response. Thes·e features of non-proportional gain and 
the dependency of responsiveness on the disturbance will 
be important considerations in the analysis of a feedback 
control loop which operates by manipulating flow rate. 
It is clear that· as a-.o, 
x/(l+a)~x-
x/(1-a)-.x+; 
therefore, bqth step responses in Figure l will break at 
nearly the same time, t«l. It can also be demonstrated, 
by expanding the term e~(P0 a(l-b)t) in a Taylor series, 
that as a~o the magnitudes 01' the respo~ses approach .. the 
same value. Thus., as the step hwight approaches zero., 
i 
" 
' \ 
. ,i 
't 
! : 
l 
'I 
I.. r ,... 
,: ' .. ,,_ .... 
. . ,,•. . 
:,; 
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superposition is more closely satisfied; in other words, 
the response of the system approaches that expected of a 
linear system ( see "linearized" model, eqns, 8). 
Linearized Model 
Step Flow: If dfsturbances are small, the 
11linearization" 
technique can be applied to the exchanger model. Let: 
Q(t,x)= Q{x) - ~{t,x) (6) 
where Q is the steady.;;state value of dimensionless tempera-
N 
ture and Q the deviation of temperature from steady state. 
~ -When Q is small compared to Q, products of perturbation 
terms can be neglected. Applying these considerations to 
eqn. 4 yields the. 11 linearized11 model (13): 
-PX 
Model II: ~9/bt - ~/bx - PJ= P0 r(t).(l-b)e 
O (7) 
In. contrast to the variable-coefficients model, this equa-
tion satisfies superposition in both senses mentioned pre-
viously. Solving !'or a step in flow subject to the con-
ditions 
'-!I Q(t,O)= 0.0 
~(O,x)= O.O 
-PX 
- ) 0 
and adding the steady-state temperature, Q(x :e , 
Koppel ( 13) obtained the relationships: 
9( t,x) = [1 + P0 a(l-b)t] exp (-P 0x), tt x· 
9(t,x) = [1 + P0 a(l-b)x] exp(-P0x), t) x 
(8a) 
(8b) 
Equation Ba can be obtained· by expanding ex:p(P 0 a(l-b)t), 
, ... I ,,_J 
.... ' . - . 
·, ..... .. '... 
, r . 
' _, 
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a term of. eqn. 5a, in a Taylor series about a.=O, neglect-
ing all terms beyond the second. This is then a good in-
dication of the accuracy of the approximate response. It 
is 1nnnediately: apparent that the linearized solution should 
not be used for large step inputs or for large heat ex-
change to heat capacity ratios, that is large P0 (13). 
In particular, the point of separation of the two time do-
mains will be considerably in error if. the step height is 
large ( t=x versus t=x/(l+a) for the exact solution). 
· Separation ~f the time domains of the linearized model is 
independent of the up~et magnitude ano. direction; thus, 
the system will be identically responsive for all step dis-
turbances in flow. Furthermore, since response is propor-
tional to the magnitude of the flow upset, the model has a 
linear gain characteristic. By considering the tempera-
ture responses of both models presented in Figure 1, the 
following qualitative observations can be made: 
1. Separation of the time domains of model II always oc-
curs midway between the times of domain separation of Model 
I to steps in flow of +a*u(t) and -a*u( t). In other words, 
Model II is less responsive than Model I for flow increases 
but more responsive than Model I for flow decreases. 
2. The magnitude of the deviation o~ :Model III-response 
from the steady-state temperature., I 4QII,:1:al , always falls 
between the magnitudes of 169I _ I and -IAQI. f · The dis-,+a .,-a 
similarity of the two models with respect to these 
. ·,.; 
. ~. I 
..... 
I r 
' ' . 
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properties will be.referred to later in the analysis of 
the controlled system. By comparison of' the responses in 
a feedback control loop, the .influence and significance 
of' these characteristics on controllability and stability 
can be de.termined. Furthermore, the regions where use of' 
the linearized model becomes questionable can be defined. 
Linearized Frequency Response: When disturbance in flow 
is sinusoidal, r(t)=A*sin wt, an analytical solution of 
eqn. 4 can ·not be derived because of the complexity of' the 
variable coefficients~ However, the linearized model can 
be solved for· temperat~e by making use of Laplace trans-
forms. The transform of eqn. 7 is 
-P0 x 
d~(s,x)/dx + (s+P0 )'Q(s,x)=P0 r(s}(l-b)e (9) 
where the initial condition Q(O,x)=o,o .has been included. 
The solution of' this linear O.D.E. for a general flow 
disturbance is ( 13) 
. 
-P0 x -xs 
'9(s,x)/r(s)=P0 (1-b)e (1-e }/s, s.¢:0 {10) 
Because the exchanger in the control loop, to be discussed 
subsequently, was step disturbed, the usefulne.ss of a fre-
quency response analysis in defining regions of stable 
operation is rather limited. However, the frequency re-
sponse of' the linearized model can contribute to the analy-
sis of' the system disturbed by sinusoidally varying flow. 
Furthermore, the frequency response has some interesting 
characteristics which are peculiar to distributed systems 
·, 
• 
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forced in a distributed manner. Letting ssjw in eqn. 10, 
the frequency response of the linearized model is given 
by the following relationships (x•l): 
M,R,= I llC jw,1)/r(jwll =P 0 (1..;b) ../2(1-cos w) e ..;~w . (11) 
-1 . 
¢' =l[~.( jw,1)/r( jw)] =tan (cos w - 1)/sin w (12) 
The magnitude ratiq and phase angle are plotted as func-
tions of dimensionless frequency w in Figures 3 and 4. 
There seems to be some confusion in the liter,~e regard-
ing the values assumed by ¢ near w:2n11'. The. locus of the 
transfer function, 'Q(jw,1)/r(jw), in the complex plane is 
sketched in Figure 2 below. 
« 
f 
Figure ·2: Locus of the linearized transfer 
function, ~(jw,1)/r(jw). · 
The locus always remains below the r.eal axis and passes 
through the origin whenever w=2n1'1', n=t.1,2, ••.• As 
w-.2n1r, n~o-, from· eqn. 10 
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In Figure 4 phase lag is plotted according to two inte.r.;. 
pretations of' the ¢-w relationship. Phase lag as a dis-
continuous function at w•2n'h' is in agreement with the pre-
sentations of Hempel (11) and Stermole and Larson (22) for 
transfer functions describing simi-lar exchanger models. 
However, in a later paper Stermo1e· and Larson (23) show ¢ 
as a continuous function of' w so that the plot closely re-
sembles that of the magnitude ratio. P!ysically, this 
seems to be a ~ore satisfactory inter~reta:tion and does 
in !'act agree with the experimental results of' Stermole 
and Larson ( 23), though it app~ars to conflict with the 
functional relationship 61' ¢ and w given by eqn. 11. 
Phase lag in the region 211', w, 31( is essential for 
predicting the controllability and/or stability of the ex-
changer model when incorporated into a clpsed loop. A 
i'eedback element .and a controller could add as much as 
180° to the lag. ~ecalling the Nyquist stability crite-
rion, a system is stable, that is oscillations not grow-
ing, 11' the following conditions are satisfied by the 
open loop transfer !'unction: 
./ . 
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M.R. ( l $J = -180° 
~> -180 o 
The magnitude· ratio is increasing rapi.dly in the regio
n 
211' ~ w ~ 311 and might wel,l go above 1. Under such condi-
tions, because ~f the considerable difference in the valu
es 
of fb, the continuous function interpretation may indicate 
an unstable system while the discontinuous interpretati
on 
could indicate S·tabili ty. 
The phase lag near w:41Y, 61'1', ••• behave·s similarly; 
howe.ver, here the magnitude ratio is severely attenuate
d 
because of the w in the denominator. If a sine di-stur
-
bance in the controlled system were being inve·stigated
, 
this undefined behavior of ¢ could :be of great signifi-
_1; cance. However, the frequency spectrum of a step
 function 
~ I includes all fr.equencfes, with low values dominating and 
1 ) since the relative importance of each in this system is j not known, the frequency response could not contribute 
) 
much to the succeeding .analysis. 
As mentioned previously, the syst~m responds more 
rapidly to flow rate increases than to flow decreases. 
Because of this nonlinear behavior, when flow is varie
d 
sinusoidally, phase lags at the maxim.Ulll flow point were
 
less than at the minimum point (22). This difference be-
comes more· pronounced as the· amplitude of the disturban
ce 
is increased. Furthermore, one might anticipate a cor
res-
ponding difference in the· am,plitude of the response at
 
i 
.) 
' 
i' 
~~. 
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maximum and minimum temperatures. In view of the gre
at-
er displacement of the dimensionless temperature respo
nse 
to a negative step in flow ;r:-elative to the displaceme
nt 
due to a positive step of the same magnitude this does
 
not seem unreasonable. These features are obscured by
 the 
11 linearfzation11 which, in effect, give:s an average val
ue 
of the phase lags at the maximum and minimum flow poin
ts 
and an average amplitude ratio. 
Resonance Phenomenon: Resonance is exhibited by the m
ag"I' 
nftude ratio at w=211' and will occur at all frequencies
 
which are integer mult-iples .of 21l'. 
11 Resonance 11 refers to 
a change from a decreasing to an increasing amplitude 
in 
m~gnitude ratio as the forcing frequency increases. 
It 
the lag is interpreted as ·a continuous function, that 
is 
the ¢-w plot and the M~R.-w plot have similar shapes, th
en 
~- also exhibits resonance at w=2n'IY, n=l,2,... • The 
r.e-
sonance frequency is that frequency at which this cha
nge 
of ratio occurs. Resonance occurs because the exc;ha.n
ger 
is forced in a distributed· manner, or, in other words
, the 
flow rate o~ steam temperature is changed along the e
ntire 
exchanger length rather than at one end ~s in the case
 of 
forcing inlet tube ... fluid tempera:ture (3,10,23). Thus, 
residence times of fluid elements will vary. Accordip.
g 
to Cohen and. Johnson (3) resonance probably occurs in all 
distributed para.meter systems which are forced in a d
is-
tributed manner. When the flow function is a low freq
uency 
') 
. ') .. ' . 
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\ 
sine, some fluid elements enter the exchanger at the maxi
-
nmm rate and consequently have a smaller residence time 
than elements entering at the minimum rate. This cause
s 
some elements to gain more heat than others, giving ris
e 
to a periodic temperat'!,lre response·. As tp.e frequency of
 
flow is increased, the average residence time of allele
-
m~nts that entered at maximum.flow increases while the r
e-
sidence time for elements at minimum flow decrease.a; hen
ce, 
the temperature response is attenuated (23) •. At the re-
sonance frequency the fre.quency of flow is equal to the
 
reciprocal of the residence time of a fluid element at t
he 
average flow rate so that each elemen~, regardless of it
s 
entering flow rate, has the. same residence time (23). 
Therefore, if heat-transfer coefficient' and tem,perature, 
driving fOI'ce were constant along the length of the ex~ 
changer, the exi~ temperature would not deviate from its
 
steady-state v.alue (23). As the frequency is further in-
creased, the residence time of the fluid wi11 again vary
 
and consequently cause an increase in the magnitude rati
o. 
The amplitude will reach a maximum at some frequency nea
r 
3n1l' and then begin to attenµ.ate. As mentioned previousl
y 
the magnit.ude ratio given by eqn. 11 is zero at w:2n11'. 
Expressing win terms of dimensional quantities as 
w=Lw• /v whe.re w• is the forcing frequency .in· radians/unit 
time, it is apparent that a long exchanger with a s~l 
average ~low rate will have resonance conditions at a 
-
' 
f, 
.,. -~ .. \ .~ 
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relatively lo_w frequency. This would be an important con-
sideration in the design of a control loop about such an 
exchanger. Consideration of Figures 3 and 4 indicates 
that resonance could have an unstabilizing influence on 
the response of the exchanger under control. The increase 
1n the magnitude ratio ·in· the region 2tf' w ,·3'l' may de-
crease the maximum allowable gain of the system. The be-
havior of¢, on the contrary, may tend to increase stabil-
ity. Therefore, one must investigate all of the elements 
of the closed loop in combination rather than make predic-
tio!).s based on the dynamics of the individual components. 
The contribution of ¢ in this respect will depend on the 
interpretation of the ¢-w relationship. 
I 
i' 
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NUMERICAL APPROXIMATION 
Because an analyticaJ. solution of eqn. 4 for flow 
functions more complex than a step can not be derived, a 
numerical method for determining temperature response must 
be used. The Crank-Nicolson ( 4) implicit nmnerical scheme 
was applied at all node·s within the exchanger. However, 
a forward difference, or explicit, approximation must be 
employed to terminate the numerical scheme. Letting n 
and i denote nodes on a rectangular grid in the spatial 
and time dimensions, respectively, the following finite 
difference approximations were used: 
n=l: Qi,l' given by the boundary condition, x:O (13a) 
i=l: Ql,n' given by the· initial condition, t=O (13b) 
Let n=M. imply x=XEND, the apparent end of the exchanger. 
According to the Cra.nk.;Nicolson for n.=2,M-1: 
~/~t ={Qi+l,n - 9 i,n)/At 
)Q/~x= ~ ~Qi+l,n+l - Qi+l,n-l)/2Ax 
+ (Qi,n+l - Qi,n-1)/2Ax] 
Q=j,(Qi+l,n + Qi,n) 
And according to the forward difference for n=M: 
)Q~x=t ~91+1,M - 9i+l,M-l)/Ax 
(i4a) 
{14b) 
(14c) 
(14d) 
+ (91,M - Qi,M-1)/Ax] (15) 
The terms }Q/~t, Q, and rare given by eqns. 14. Substi-
tuting these relationships into eqn. 4 and combining terms 
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yields the system of nonhomogeneous linear algebraic equa-
tions: 
Qi+l,l = boundary cond~tion, x=O (16a) 
-(E/2 )Qi+l,n•l + (l+H)Q-1+1,n + (E/2 )9i+l,n+l= 
(E/2)ei,n-l + (l-H)e1,,n - (E/2)ei,n+l; 2,~<M-l (16b) 
-E-rrQi+l,:M-l t (ltE+H)Qi+l,M: 
where E and H hav·e been defined as 
E = ( at/24x) (1 + r1+~) 
H= (f0At/2) (1 + bri+.~) 
(16c) 
The coefficients of the temperatures Qn-1' en, and Qn ... l 
(n•l,M) at 1+1 _in eqns. 16 form a tridiagonal matrix. 
Each Qi+l,n is. then computed by applying the Thomas modi;. 
fication or Gaussian elimination (1) to the system of M 
simultaneous equations ( see appendix for ~ore detail). 
Thomas modification was developed particularly for tridia-
gonal matrices; it avoids error growth and reduces storage 
requirements (1). The Crank-Nicolson .is second order cor-
rect in trllllcation error in the x-dimension but only first 
order with respect tot, while the forward difference is 
first order in both domains. In addition, the Crank-
Nicolson solution seems to be unconditio~ly stable 
whereas At/Ax is restricted to values less than one if the 
forward difference is. to .be stable. It is possible then 
that an instability or o.scillatocy response could be ini-
tiated at the end of the exchanger by either or both·the 
J . 
' ) 
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At/Ax limitation and the unbalancing of schemes at XEND
. 
The exchanger exit is always at x=l; however, the num
eri-
cal method can be carried beyon~ to arry x by an appro-
priate choice of .M, though temperatures computed for x
> 1 
have no physical significance. Computations we~e carr
ied 
out to XEND> 1.0 in order to reduce the influence of th
e 
larger truncation error inherent in the forward d:t,ffer
ence 
on exit response. The price ot thi_s increased accuracy 
is computer time. 
The numerical. scheme was programmed in Fortran for 
the G •. E. 225.. Checks on the nU!llerical m'3thod w~re pro-
vided by solutions for steps in tube~fluid flow, step-
and sine-disturbed entering tube-fluid temperature, an
d 
for sine-forced steam temperature. Response to the sin
u-
soidal temperature .upsets .agreed to ±0.0005 in. dimensio
n-
less temperature with the anaiyt:lcal solutions, when 1
00 
spatial and time increments were used for disturbance.s 
of 
0 . 
. 
50 or less, and showed no tendency to oscillate. Osci
l-
lations did occur in the response to a step in flow an
d a 
step in entering tube-fluid temperature; in both cases,
 
they can be attributed to a discontinuity in the distu
r-
bance which-is carried through into the response. The 
slope of the response to a flow step is discontinuous a
t 
t•l/(l+a), while the response to a step in temperature is 
a step delayed one dimensionless time unit. 
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DISCUSSION OF RESULTS: 
------
----RESPONSE OF EXCHANGER 
Step Flow 
The numerical results for a -step in tube-fluid flow 
were compared to temperatures calcul'ated from eqris. 5 in
 
order to determine the accuracy of the method and the num
-
ber of spatial and. time incremer1:ts required. Because o
f 
the discontinuity in ~Q/~t at t~x/ (1+a) the numerical solu-
tion oscillates slightly in this region; however, the o
s-
cillations ·are rapidly damped. The rate of convergence 
of the numerical solution and the amplitude of the osci
l-
lations (stability) can be somewhat improved by decreasing 
the size of the. increments. For 100 spatial and -200 tim
e 
increm~nts the maximum deviation of the numerical solution 
from the exact response to steps of height less than and 
equal to one is less than 1%. As long as XEND>l.05 the 
position of the apparent exchanger end has a negligible
 
effect on the exit temperature response and on any osci
l-
lations which may b·e pr·esent. The number of spatial in
-
crements is limited to 200 (Ax=O. 005, M, 241) by the avail-
able memory- of the computer. Computer time must also be 
considered when choosing the number of increments to be 
used. The pr<?gram required about 4 minutes of machine 
I 
time per unit dimensionless problem time to compute and 
print ·results eve'l!'J 0.01 tim& unit (4x=O.Ol). 
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Sine in Flow 
The program .simulating the exchanger forced by sinu-
soidally vacying tub~·fluid flow rat~ was checked by com-
paring the res.ults to the analytical solution of the 
linearized model for small upsets. For small perturba-
tions the temperature response to sine-forced flow is 
given by the relationships from eqn. 7: 
. [ 1 -P X Q{t,x)= 1 + P0 (1-b)A(l-cos wt)/wJ e O , tt x (17.a) 
Q(t,x)= (1 + P0 (.l..;~)A(cos w(t-x) 
- co_s wt)/~ e-P 0x, t) x (17b) 
where ·r(t)=A*sin wt. From Figure 5 i.t can be seen that 
the agreement for a disturbance of O.l*sin 5.0t is rather 
good. At the peaks the higher numerical tenperatures can 
be attributed to the quasi-linearity of the model and not 
to an:y- inaccuracy of the numerical scheme. 
Qt;asi-Linear Behavior: If the exchanger model were truly 
linear; the response to a sine 1n flow, Aisin wt; would be 
sinusoidal of the form. ~sin (wt-~). However, the com-
puted response of the variable-coefficients mod~l is vecy 
much distorted from a true sine except for disturbances of 
rather small amplitude. The ratio of both amplitudes and 
widths of maximum and minimum: in temperature response dif-
f'er significantly from one, as shown in Figures 6 and 7.· 
As was noted in the response to a step in flow, a decrease 
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in flow produced a greater change in temperature than an 
increase in flow of the same magnitude. Therefore, one 
might expect a similar result in the response to sine 
flow; that is, r{t) positive, or flow above its steady-
state rate, will have an effect of different magnitude 
than r(t) negative. Moreover, the time between the maxi-
mum flow and maximum temperature points is less than that 
between minimum flow and temperature. This is in agree-
ment with the observations of Stermole and Larson (22) 
that response to flow rate increases is faster than re-
sponse to flow decreases. As the amplitude of the sinu-
soidal upset is decreased, the distortion of the response 
becomes less pronollllced as demonstrated by Figures 5 and 
7, for A=O.l, 0.5, and 1.0; that is, the response ap-
proaches that of the linearized model as A-+O. Stewart, 
et al. (24) observed a similar distortion in the sine re-
sponse of a flow-forced stirred-tank reactor. Considera-
-cio" 
~of the analytical solution of this system indicated that 
the distortion was created by the contribution of higher 
harmonics to the output. This analysis can reasonably be 
extended to the distorted sine response of the exchanger 
model, perhaps with the added complexity of the influence 
of the resonance phenomenon. 
Figure 7 for w:5.0 and response to flow of other 
frequencies exhibit small, high frequency oscillations on 
the peaks of temperature. The origin of these oscillations 
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is a perplexing question since the conditions that gener-
ally in:t'luence the stability of a method seem to be inef-
fectual here. The following 11st describes the behavior 
and some of the properties of these oscillations. 
1. The oscillations occur on the broad peaks rather than 
on the narrow peaks where temperature is. changing more 
rapidly. As shown in Figure 7, oscillations in response 
to !'low of frequency w:5.0 occur when temperatures are a 
near a· mipimum; but response to w:2.0 ex1dbits oscilla-
tions on the maximum which is the broader peak and response 
to w:11' on both the maximum and :the minimum whicl_l are of 
approximately equal duration or width. However, a numeri-
cal method can be expected to be less stable in regions 
where the rate· of' change of' t;he dependent variable is 
greatest. Recall the oscillations present in the numeri-
cal solution !'or a step in flow. 
2. The size and position of. the oscillations are not sig-
nificantly affected by increment size or by the apparent 
end of the exchanger (XEND}. 
3. The oscillations do not appear at low dimensionless 
frequencies, w<,0.5, or for small amplitude disturbances. 
4. The ·values of PO and b did not appreciably alter the 
relative magnitude or the position of the oscillati~ns. 
5. The response of the linearized model, computed by .the 
Crank-Nic.olson approximation, exhibited no oso.1llat1ons 
and, in faet, agree.d to four P.laces with the anal'1tical 
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solution. 
6. The responses to sine disturbances .both in entering 
tube-fluid temperature and in steam te~erature, Crank-
Nicolson solutions, exhibit no tendency to oscillate, al· 
though the response is of the same magnitude as that ob-
tained in the flow-forced case where oscillations were 
present. The response to sinusoidally forced temperatures 
is a pure sine, as given by the exact solutions of these 
linear systems when r(t)=o.o. 
The first three factors indicate that the oscilla-
tions probably should not be attribµted to an instability" 
in the numerical technique; and a consideration of the 
final two properties indicate that oscillations may be 
associated w~th the quasi-linearity of the flow-forced, 
variable-ooeffic-ients model perhaps as the combined effect 
of higher harmonics and re~onance. If oscillations are 
initiated in the· numerical sche~e, approximation of the 
model in the control loop will be questionable. On the 
other hand, the oscillations might be a quasi-linear ef-
fect which could appreci~bly influence response of the 
controlled system. In an attempt to clarify the issue a 
forward difference solution of the model was progrm1murd. 
This is ·an explicit scheme using three· nodes of the mesh, 
and does not involve solution of simultaneous equations or 
matrix inversion. In view of these differences from the 
Crank-Nicolson it is unlikely that the two schemes could 
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is a perplexing q'll:estion since the conditions that gener-
ally in:f'luence the st~bility of a method. seem to be inef-
fectual here. The following list describ·es the behavior 
and some of the properties of these oscillations. 
1. The oscillations occur on the broad peaks rather than 
on the narrow peaks where temperature is changing more 
rapidly. As shown in Figure 7, oscillations- in response 
to flow of frequency w:5.0 occur when temperatures are a 
near a minimum; but· response to w=2.0 exhibits oscilla-
tions on the maximum which is the broader peak and response 
to w:11' on both the maximum and the minimum which are of 
approximately equal dura~ion or width. However, a numeri-
cal method can be expected to be less stable in regions 
where the rate of change of the dependent variable is 
greate~t.. Recall the oscillations present ·in the numeri-
cal solution for a step in flow. 
2. The size and pQsition of the oscillations are not sig-
nificantly affected by increment. size or by the apparent 
end of the exchanger (XEND). 
3. The oscillations do not appear at low dimensionless 
frequencies, ·w<0.5,- or for small amplitude disturbances. 
4. The values of PO and b did not appreciably alte
r the 
relative magnitude or the position of the oscillations. 
5. The response of the linearized model, computed by the 
Crank-Nicolson approximation, exhibited no oscillations 
and, in fact, agreed to four places with the analytical· 
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solution. 
6. The responses to sine disturbances both in entering 
tube-fluid temperature and in steam temperatur~, .Crank-
Nicolson sotutions, exhibit no tendency to oscillate, al-
though the response is of .the same magnitude as that ob-
tained 1~ the flow-forced case where oscillations were 
present. The response to sinusoidally forced temperatures 
is a pure sine, as given by the exact solutions of these 
linear systems when r{t)=o.o. 
The first three factors indicate that the oscilla-
tions probably should not be attributed to an instability 
in the numerical technique; and a consideration of the 
final two properties indlcate that oscillations may be 
associated with the quasi-linearity of the flow-forced, 
variable-~oefficients model perhaps as the combined effect 
of higher h~onics and resonance. If oscillations are 
initiated in the numerical scheme, approximation of the 
model in the control loop will be questionable. On the 
other hand, the oscillations might be a quasi-linear ef-
fect which could appreciably influence response .of the 
controlled system. In an attempt to clarify the issue a 
forward difference solution of the model was programmed. 
This is an explicit scheme using three node~ of the mesh, 
and does not involve solution of simultaneous equations or 
. ; 
matrix inversion. In view of these differences from the 
Crank-Nicolson it is unlikel,- that the two schemes could 
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fail in the same manner; hence, 11' oscillations are ex-
hibited by the explicit solution, they can be attributed 
to a peculiarlty of the mathematical ·mode1. Response, 
computed by the forward difference method, to a sine 1'low 
of r(t)=l.O*sin. 5.0t does not oscil.late as :shown in 
Figure 8. However, because of the large trtmcation error 
it is possible that the forward difference solution jump':'9 
ed over the high frequency, small ~litude oscillations, 
though it seems. more expedient at this stage of the inves-
tigation to attribut~ the oscillations to a partial f~il-
ure of the Crank-Nicolson scheme. Ther~fore, computed 
response for all flow variations will have to be examined 
critically so that any behavior resulting from failure of 
the numerical method is not attributed to the exchanger 
model. The difference between maximum temperatures com-
puted by both schemes indicates an -~ppreciably larger 
truncation error for the forward difference relative to 
the Crank-Nicolson solution. 
Resonance: As anticipated the influence of'. resonance at 
dimensionless frequencies of 211' and 41'( was also observed, 
as in Figure 9. At resonance frequencies w=2n1t', n=l,2,••• 
the magnitude ratio of the linearized model .is zero. In 
addition, if one con$1ders the following term of eqn. 15b 
cos w( t-x) ·- cos wt 
with x=l and w:2:dFJ' and expands cos 2n1'1'(t-l) using trigono-
metric identities, the term does in f'~t equal zero. 
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Therefore, eqn. 15b reduces to Q(t,l)=exp(-P0), the steady-
state temperature. Any combination of wand x for which 
~2n'h' (x( 1) will exhibit the influence of resonance, and 
at this position in the exchanger temperature will be 
given by 9(t,x):exp(-P0x). This effect at x=l is shown 
in Figure 9 for l <t (1.5. 
The dominant maximum ~nd minimum in the region 
1.5 (t <2 are thought to b~ the actual behavior of the 
quasi-linear model. The smaller, high frequency oscilla-. 
tions may result from the inability of the numerical scheme 
to follow the sudq.en change in temperature., though again 
these can not be significantly·reduced by varying At and 
fSl. and are not influenced by the value of XEND. The 
forward difference approximation was employed to investi-
gate this behavio;r. The dominant maximum and minimum also 
appeared in thi·s numerical solution; but near t:.2 the re-
sponse returned to the steady-state value with no high 
frequency oscillations, as. shown in F:i.gure. 19. Further-
more, the Crank-Nicolson solution of the linearized mo·del 
for sine flow of frequency w=211 did not vary more than 
:l:O .0002 from the steady-·state dimensionless temperature 
for t>l. It is reasonable to conclude then that the domi-
nant secondary peaks in temperature are the true behavior 
of the quasi-linear model only and may be the result of 
the exeitation.of high·freqilencies within the :exchanger, 
a secondal7 influence of resonance, or a combination of 
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these phenomenona. However, the results of the forward 
difference solution were not a conclusive demonstration 
that the ·oscillations were introduced by the Crank-
Nicolson scheme because of the large truncation error of 
the explicit method~ 
When the amplitude of the forcing flow is reduced to 
A=0.5, the temperature of the Crank-Nicolson solution for 
t> 1.0 varies less than :l:.O ,0016 from the steady-state 
value of 0, 1353 (.dimensionless). ·The dominant maximum and 
minimum are therefore hard:1-y noticeable and the oscilla-
tions not at all, The magnitudes of both the dominant 
peaks and the oscillations seem to be more dependent on. 
d.isturba.I.1ce amplitude than on any other variabl~ which may 
alter the magnitude of '!;he response. For example·, al though 
the transient· peak {t(l) for A=l.O and b=0.9 is consider-
ably smaller than that for A=O. 5 and b=O. O, the dominant 
peaks and oscillations at t> 1. 5 are disproportionately 
noticeable as shown in Figure 9. 
Response of exit temperature to sinusoidal variations 
in steam ten;>erature, constant flow, also exhibited the 
influence of resonance though less dramatically. The mag-
nitude ratio of the frequency response does not go to zero 
when w=2nh', as it does for the flow-forced exchanger. 
Thus, the response will deviate from its steady-state 
value; however,' the magnitude will be less at w•21f than at 
any other frequency in the region O(w(31f(2,ll,22,23). 
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This trend has been demonst~ated by responses, ~alytical 
and Crank-Nicols.on solutions, to frequencies of 4, 211', and 
9 (see Table 4). 
Influence ~ ~: The absolute magnitude, but not the shape, 
of the temperature response is severely affected by varr-
ing b. The dimensionless temperature is dist·ended more 
when it lies above the steady-state value; that is, the 
ratio of amplitude of maximum and minimum temperatures is 
augmented by reduction of b. As b approaches 1. 0, the 
hoat exchange and heat caps.city effe·cts begin to offset 
each other (13), and the exit temperature can not be dis-
turbed. from steady state by any veloc·ity change when 
b=l.O. This behavior was exhibited by the computed re-
sponse for w=0.5 and 21l; temperatures were -at most p.0002 
above the steady-state or initial dime·nsionless level. 
The position of both the major secondary peaks and the os-
cillations in temperature re~ponse were unaffected by the 
value of' b. Also the times at which temperature passed 
through the steady-state value were within ::t:0.05 dimen-
sionless time units for b:O.O, 0.5, and 0.9, constant i'1ow 
frequency, as illustrated by Figures 6 and.9. 
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SUMMARY OF OBSERVATIONS: 
-RESPONSE OF EXCHANGER 
A brief restatement of the characteristic. behavior of 
the variable-coefficients and linearized models for flow 
variations will be helpful when analyzing the controlled 
system. 
1. The variable-coefficients model, Model I, has a non-
proportional ga.in characteristic and thus does not satisfy 
superposition in the sense of Stewart, et al. (24). 
2. For s·tep ir:icreases in flow Model I responds faster and 
exhibits. a smaller steady-state t~mperature deviation than 
the linearized model, Model II. 
3. Response to flow increases is faster than tha~ to flow 
decreases of the s~e ·magnitude for Model I. Responsive-. . 
ness of Model II depends neither on the magnitude nor on 
the direction of the upset. 
4. For sine disturbances in flow rate -of frequencies 
w=2n1t, n=l,2, ••• the phenomenon of resonance is present in 
both models. At these frequencies the temperature response 
of Model I exhibits secondary peaks for t)l.O, as opposed 
to the constant temperature given by Model II. The b"e-
havior is thought to be· indicative of some high frequency 
disturbance associated only with the quasi-linear mo4el. 
5. Oscillations are present on the temperature response 
peaks of Model I "for sine flow, w;-!2n'h'; these may ·be a 
peculiarity of the mathematical model or could be initiated 
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by the Crank-Nicolson scheme. 
The primary consideration is, of course, to insure ·that 
the Crank-Nicolson approximation of the exchanger model 
and the numerical simulation of other control loop ele-
ments are stable and perform satisfactorily. The effect 
o:f each of the above characteristics on the exchanger 
models in a :feedback control loop will be investigated. 
More specifically, the influence of controller gains, 
mode 01' control, and feedback time constant on the ·speed 
and displacement of response will be studied, though it 
is anticipated that these will exhibit the same trends as 
in the flow-forced exchanger. The non"'!proportional gain 
characteristic of the variable-coefficients model will 
perhaps have the most interesting effect on optimum gains 
and mode of control, as indicated by the results of 
Hainsworth, et al. (7). 
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FEEDBACK CONTROL LOOP 
-
The exchanger models, both the variable-coefficients 
form given by eqn~. 4 and the linearized fo~ or· eqn. 7, 
were incorporated into fe~dback control loops which oper-
ated through the manipulation of flow to compensate for 
step disturbances in ·entering tube-fluid temperature. 
Other elements .in the -control loop wer~ a temperature-
sensing or feedback element and a controller. A simpli-
fied block diagram 01' the loop is shown in Figure 11. 
The feedback element was a first-order time delay, or 
time-constant element, with a transfer function of the 
form 
where 
(18) 
(19) 
Smaller feedback time constants, ~f' indicate more respon-
sive elements, and generally an improvement in controll-
ability 01' the entire system can be expeqted. Feedback 
temperatures were compared with a reference temperature TR 
to determine an error function e(s}. The error, in turn, 
together with the control action, dictates the corrective 
flow. The most general transfer function for the control-
ler element includes proportional, derivative, and inte-
gral actions: 
(20) 
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Figure 11: Simplified block diagram of the feedback control loop about 
the heat exchanger 
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where 
r(s)·= G
0 
(s)*e( s) (21) 
Here Td and Ti are not those terms which are commonly re-
ferred to as derivative and integral times respectively. 
I . t 
If Td and T1 are the conyentional derivative and integral 
times then Ta_=KcT~ and Ti=Kc/T~. Arry mode of control ac-
tion can be simulated merely by setting the times or gains 
of the un_desired elements equal to zero. It was primarily 
for this reason that Ti was define·d as the reciprocal of 
the conventional integral time. 
Equation 4 subject to a step in entering temperature, 
constant flow, is easily solved for Q(t,:x) by separation 
of variables or Laplace transforms. For r(t)~O eqn. 7 
reduces to eqn. 4 and thus the variable-coefficients and 
linearized models yield identical expressions for the 
temperature response, namely 
Q ( t,x)= exp {-P 0x), ~.( x 
Q{t,x)= [1 + a/{T0 -Tsil *exp(-P0x), t) x 
(22a) 
(22b) 
where a is the dimensional step height in entering tem-
perature. The respons·e to a step disturbance is a step of 
reduced height delayed one dimensionless time unit; that 
is, response is discontinuous at t=l. The exchanger, 
then, acts as a pure time delay and hence exit temperature 
is unaltered until t=l. On the other hand, the effects of 
altering flow appear immediately and the response is con-
tinuous ( see eqns. 5 for a step in flow) • The control 
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action can not begin until this jump in e~it temperature 
has occurred. Therefore, a.large deviation in temperature 
of the controlled system can be expected at t=l, 
~ !!!!!. Delay: In the a-domain the pure time delay 
(from eqn. 22b') is given by the expression 
ra*e-Poxl ·.e-xs 
[ T0 -T 8 ] s 
where x, the dimens1onless distance along tm exchanger 
(x=x 1 /L), is the delay time or velocity-distance lag. In 
frequency response terms the magnitude ratio is 
a*exp(-P0 x)/(T0 -T8 ) and the phase angle, which increases 
without limit, is -w:x. Since, in g·eneral, delays cause a 
large phase lag before other lags can contribute aignif'i-
cant damping, it is difficult to obtain good control using 
conventional 3-mode controllers ( 9). The maximum control-. . 
ler gain may be rather low and the period of oscillation 
of the response large. Consideration of the frequency 
response characteristics of the linearized model for tube-
fluid flow variations, Figures 3 and 4, in_dicates for w <2 
that the magnitude ratio is nearly horizontal but that the 
phase angle is decreasing appreciably.- However, as w 
approaches 21'1 the magnitude ratio tends to zero while the 
phase angle approaches a mjnjmum of -180°; hence, the 
extremely small amplitude may dominate in this region. 
For w) 2tr influence or resonance on the· frequency response 
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characteristics further complicates the analysis. In ad-
dition, the controlled system :Ls temperature disturbed and 
the flow function is not a sine; ther·efore, the use o:f' 
frequency response to predi~t transient behavior is of 
questionable value. 
Feedback ·and Control Elements 
The qualitative influence of the feedback and control 
elements on the stability and responsiveness of the ex-
changer 1n a control loop can be predicted from considera-
tion of the general frequency response character-is.tics of 
both the time-constant element and the controller actions. 
The break frequency of the first-order time delay is 
wb.r=l/'r:r• Therefore, as tr is reduced, wbi' increases and 
the element contributes less phase lag at lower frequen-
cies. If critical frequency is de.fine_d as the frequency 
at which phase lag of the system transfer function is 
0 180 , then the critical frequency and magnitude ratio of 
the system .are similarly increased. Generally, the small-
er maximum allowable gain is mo:r;-e .than offset by tm in-
crease in critical frequency an:l the over-all effect is 
improved speed of response. end stability. 
The gain of a ·proportional controller shifts only the 
magnitude ratio plot; the phase lag is not altered s:, that 
critical frequency is const8.llt i'or all· Kc• High.Er gains 
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reduce steady-state ~rror and improve responsiveness by 
increasing the magnitude ratio. However, the correspond-
ing reduction in ph,ase margin -will contribute to an oscil-
latory response with inferior damping. When integral ac-
tion is aq.ded to a proportional element, the phase angle of 
the controller approaches -90° and the magnitude rat-iq 
becomes infinite as frequency tends to zero. Both factors 
have a greater influence in tending to reduce the respon-
siveness and ·stability of -the system a~ the integral time 
is increased·. No.te that integral action was expressed as 
Ti/s. However, integral action does have one distinct 
advantage in that steady-state error is reduced to zero. 
On the other hand, although derivative control does not 
directly improve the steady-state error, it does ·improve. 
the speed of resp ~nse and controllability of the system. 
This advantage of using derivative action comes from the 
phase lead of the controller, which varies from o
0 
at low 
. . 0 frequencies to 90 at higher frequencies. This lead will 
partially compensate for the lag associated with the time 
delay of the exchanger. Thus proportional gain can now 
be increased t_o reduce offset without producing exc·essive 
oscillations·. Consideration of these characteristics of 
the various controller actions together with the linear-
ized frequency response indicates that three-mode control 
would most likely produce optimuµi conditions, that is re-
duction of offset and a· reasonable speed of response with 
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rapidly damped oscillations. 
The effect of disturbance amplitude, par:ticularly 
large disturb'ances, must be considered when investigating 
optimum values of controller gains and times for the 
quasi-linear system. By applying the linearization tech-
nique any dependency of' allowable gain on upset magnitude 
is eliminated. 
Linearized Steady-State Error 
Unfortunately, there is no satisfactory means of' 
checking the computer programs simulating the controlled 
exchanger models. The closed loop transfer function 
around the linearized exchanger model is S(? complex that 
it could not be inverted back 'into the time domain. How-
ever, by applying the final value theorem, namely 
limit Q ( t,l) = limit s~ (s,l), 
t~CD S_.0 
(23) 
the steady-state error of the system can be determined. 
This c~ then be compared to the steady-state error of t}Jn.e 
computed response. Because of the time del~y property of 
the exchanger, the response may be oscillatory although 
controller gains are small, thus ma.king it rather diffi-
cult to estimate the offset. The transfer function des-
cribing the lineari,zed exchanger model, eqn. 10, reduces 
to the trivial case for s=O since the form of' the exponen-
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-P x . 
tial terms (e O ) in the homogeneous and particular solu-
tions is identical. ~herefore, returning to the ordinary 
differential equation of eqn. 9, letting s=O, and solving 
for Q ( s,x)ls:.O subject to the boundary -condition 
~-(0 ,x)k=O =Q(O ,O) 
yields the expression: 
~p X -PX 
~(o,x)= Q(O,O)e O + P0 (.1-b)xe 
O ;r(O) (2~) 
where ~(O,O) is the deviation of entering tube-fluid tem-
perature from the initial steady-state value (Le. value 
at t (0). The steady-state gain of the feedback element 
is 
limit· 1/('trs + 1) = 1.0 
s-+O 
and with proportional. contr·o1 action steady-state gain 
(25) 
of the controller is simply Gc(s)=Kc· At steady-state the 
relationship of variables around the loop is: 
r(O)=Kc [!R - Tf(s)ls:O] 
=lfc [!R - ~(O,l~ (.26) 
Substituting this e·xpression for r(O) into e·qn •. 24 and 
rearranging gives the closed loop transfer function of the 
linearized model: 
U(o,l)==e·P~(o,0)/[1 + P0 (l-b)e-P°KJ 
(27) 
For a step disturbance in entering tube-side temperature, 
. I ' 
/ 
._.) :. :; 
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Q(O,O)=a/(T0 ·Ts), and a constant referel)ce temperature, 
,v 
T8=o, eqn. 27·reduces to 
limit '9(t,1) ='Q(s,1)·1 _0 t,...CD s .. 
=e-P0 [a/(T0 -Ts)] / [1 (28) 
where 
limit T(t,1) =(T -T )Q(O,l) 
t-+oo o s 
By a similar analysis it can be shown that eqn. 28· is also 
the steady-state error of th~ system with proportional 
plus derivative control action. Addition of integral con-
trol reduces the offset to zero as anticipated. These 
properties s-hould be demonstrated by the response of the 
controlled linearized exchanger model and it will be in-
teresting to observe how closely this analysis predicts 
offset of the variabl.e-coefficients model. 
A somewhat less reliable c~eck on the programs ca:n be 
made by comparing the response of the linearized and 
variable-coefficients models for small disturbances. Such 
a check is of dubious value because of the similarity of 
the difference equations .and the resulting programs. 
Tustin Method: 
Approximation in the s-Domain 
The control loop has been simulated in the time do-
main rather than in the s-domain since this seemed to be 
the more straightforward approach. Exi_sting mathemLtical 
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techniques for solution 1I;l time were more readily adapted 
to the variable-coefficients model. Moreover, although a 
transfer function has been derived for the linearized 
model~ t_he products in time-de:pendent terms, that is 
r(t)*)Q(t,x)/~x and r(t)*9(t,x), of Model I create diffi-
culties in determining the Lapl~ce transform of this 
model.. In the controlled system the _flow function depends 
on values of exit temperature; thus, it is not known in 
advance and generally will not be a simple function. How-
ever,. a transfer function can be simulated by combining 
an approximate transfer function ·obtained from the line-
arized frequency response (29) with a non-linear steady-
state gain characteristic. Recently, Fryer and Schultz 
( 6) reviewed several metho·ds for simulating system trans-
fer functions on a digital computer. Of those mentioned, 
the Tustin method (6,27) appears to be the best over-all 
scheme and is the siIIIplest to understand and program. 
Using the substitution 
-1 -1 
s---.(2/At)*(l - Z )/(1 + ·Z ) 
-1 
where 4 t is the samp.ling interval and Z is the delay 
·-1 . 
operator defined as Z = exp (- s*At) , a continuous time sys~ 
tem can be approximated by discrete time equations of the 
linear recursion form (6). 
The greatest advantage to be gained from ·such a 
scheme is computing· speed (6). However, for the heat ex-
changer system the applicability of the Tustin and other 
. ....,~· ·- .,,,.,.·;, '. 
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similar methods depends on first obtaining .an approximate 
transfer function. Again, the question of masking some 
of the important quasi-lin~ar features of the model arises 
although the addition of the nonlinear steady-state gain 
characteristic is an improvement over use of the linear-
ized model .only. A further d.ifficulty sh9uld be noted: 
the peaks in the magnitude ratio of the linearized· fre-
quency response due to resonance at w= 2n11 will severely 
limit the ac·curacy and simplicity of the approximat·ing 
transfer function. However, in view of the problem of 
oscillations which may be associated w1 th the Crank-
Nicolson numerical scheme under certain conditions, a 
more definitive study of the Tustin method may be justi-
fied. 
Of course, once an approximating transfer ;function 
has been developed, the model .in a feedback control loop 
can also be simulated on an analog computer. This is .fea-
sible since the transfer function generally consists of a 
finite number of first and second order elements and ls 
therefore equivalent to an ordinary diff~rent.ial equation 
(29). 
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NUMERICAL SIMULATION 
OF THE CONTROL LOOP 
-----
Because of the discontinuity in exit temperature the 
Crank-Nicolson numerical scheme is incapabie of predicting 
the step response without severe oscillations. Most nume-
rical solutions can be expected to behave unsatisfactorily 
under such conditions. In a recent article Stone and 
Brian (25) developed a numerical technique which elimi-
nated most oscillations from a pulse response. The method 
involves the cyclic use of ·a set of difference equations, 
based on a Crank-Ni·colson type of approximation, to yield 
a scheme with optimum harmonic decay. The greater advan-
tage of this technique over the use of only a single dif-
ference equation at each time increment was demonstrated 
for a convective transport problem. Unfortunately, the 
method was developed for a linear system with specific 
boundary conditions and it was not immediately apparent 
how the technique could be applied to other systems. How-
ever, this type of scheme probably warrants further inves-
tigation since oscillations arise not only when response 
~v.t •lso whit\ ,1,,-« ,f Yef.'-'"'' •• d,u,"ti,""'°"' . is discontinuous~ as in the flow-forced (step) exchanger •. 
A rather simple app.roach, which takes advantage of 
the time delay property and the discontinuity of the tem-
perature forced system, has been employed in this study to 
eliminate the oscillation proble'.l!l.· Since r(t)=O for t< l, 
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eqn. 18b can be used to calculate the temperature profile 
1n the exchanger at t•l, that is, the "initial" conditi~n 
of the numerical scheme. This technique has the addition-
al advantage of reducing computer time. Both the lin_ear-
ized and the variable-coefficients models were programme·d 
in the Crank-Nicolson scheme using this approach. 
I:z:i the time domain the r.elationship between Tr(t) and 
T(t,l:) tbroush the _feedback element is a linear ordinary 
differential equation: 
'tr*dTr(t)/dt + Tr(t)= T(t,l) (30) 
Applying the modified Euler or Heun method (14) to 
eqn. 30, values of Tr. (where i again denotes a no.de in 
. i+l 
time) were computed according to the scheme: 
* . 
predictor: Tf = Tr +- {At/tr)( Txal. - Tr ) ( 31) i+l i 1 -i 
corrector: Tf. = Tr '." !r(4t/'rrHTx•l -T; ) i+l i t i+l i+l 
+ ( 4t/t'r )( Tx .. 11·Tr i 1 (32) 
Flow rates were calculated by considering the action of 
the controller on the error function ei+l' or on the dif-
ference between feedback and reference temperatures: 
The derivative of the error function was approximated 
numerically by a te_rm of the form (e-i+l - ei)/At and the 
integral by the trapezoidal rule. The finite difference 
expression corresponding to eqn. 33 is 
,i' 
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1 
·J\1+1=Kc*ei+1 • Td(ei+1-e1)/At .. 'r:L[(At/2)(ej+l+ej) (34) j•l 
where e i+l= TR - Tr i+l • The flow at time step i+l is, in 
turn, used to determine the tube-fluid exit temperature at 
step i+2, thus completing the loop. The appro.xima:~ion for 
the derivative controller is not, in general, very accu-
rate. However, this was not an important limitation since 
the investigation of this control action and proportional 
plus integral action was directed primarily toward the 
qualitative influence on controllal;>ility. 
In all runs TR was taken as the steady-state tube~ 
fluid exit temperature, T(O,l), before entering tempera-
ture was disturbed. Sinc.e TR was constant, TR' the devia-
tion from steady state, was zero; this value was empl9yed 
in all computations of the linearized-model program. A 
major modification of the program would be required if it 
were desired to make TR~(O,l) for the step f9rced system 
because the numerical scheme was initiated at t=l assuming 
that r(t)=O for t"l.. However, the trivial qase of con-
stant entering temperature and TR;':T(0,1), or a step in 
reference temperature, can be computed using the present 
program simply by interpreting printed times of the com-
puter output as starting a.t time zero .instead of t=l •. O. 
The sinnila.ted control loop appears to be most sensi-
tive to the At/'tr ratio which appear.a in the -fe~dback ele-
ment routine. A large ratio will severely· reduce the 
. ! 
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accuracy 9f the method and, if sufficiently large, will 
introduce a spurious instability into th~ system re~onse. 
Tf i+l computed accord!ng to the modified Euler method is 
' 2 
a function of (At/frl . In general, th~ exponent on 
(4t/?'r) .is incre~sed by an integer whenever a numerical 
scheme is one higher order correct:. For example, Tr·. 
i+l 
computed according to a third order Runge-Kutta is depen-
dent on (At/'tf) 3 . Therefore, 11' the ratio is greater than 
one, the critical value of ~t/fr, that is when the solu-
tion becomes unstable, is reduced by employing more accu-
rate schemes; but 11' the ratio is judiciously chosen, 
these higher order schemes do, of course, have smaller 
errors. The magnitude of the error associated with these 
methods, then, is not so much a function of At as it is 
of the ratio At/tr and it is likely that At/rr shoul~ be 
less than one in order to insure a reasonably small 
truncation error. 
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DISCUSSION OF RESULTS: 
- -----CONTROLLED EXCHANGER 
In the study of the controlled system P0= 1. 0 and 
b=0.5 were used exclusively. These are the val.u~s sug-
gested by Koppel (13) as describing most heat exchangers. 
Generally, ~00 spatial and time increments were chosen, 
sin~e these seemed to give satisfactory results for re-
sponse t·9 sine disturbances in flow: and temperature, For 
larger disturbances in entering· tube-fluid temperature amd 
for small feedback time constants, 200 time increments 
were employed. This reduces the truncation error not only 
of the scheme simulating the exchanger :r:nodel but ·also th.e 
approximations of the feedback and control elements. 
Small Disturbances 
The responses of both the variable-coefficients and 
linearized mo·9-els in the control loop were computed for 
small ·disturbances in entering tube-fluid temperature. 
/0.9 
Though response of Model I dqes begin to l::e:sg_ that of 
0 
Model II at later time~, the agreement for a 5 upset is 
rather good as seen in Figure 12. Agreement between the 
responses deteriorates as the step height is increased. 
This is expected since the linearized model wa.s derived 
assuming small perturbations. Although both models 
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respond similarly, the behavior, specifically peaks in 
temperature occurring after t=l.5, can not be explained. 
The response does not. have the shape which is usually as-
sociated with a system phase lag near 180° or an under-
damped system. The appearance of the first peak s·eems to 
be somewhat delayed and the fluctU?,tions are not damped, 
pure sine curves, even for the linearized model. A sys-
tem with proportional plus integral action has a similar 
response curve except that temperatures are shifted slight-
ly downward as shown in Figures 13 and 14. This downward 
shifting of response is more pronounced for a 25° step in 
entering temperature. Response of the system under pro-
portional plus derivative control action, also shown in 
Figures 13 and 14, more clearly illustrates this unde-
fined behavior. The peaks ·giving a maximum in temperat~e 
are of short duration, appear at regular time intervals 
after the first peak, and have no corresponding minimum 
temperature displacement. Successive peaks are of longer 
duration and of decreased amplitude. 
j 
Modes of Control and Offset: It is rather difficult to 
--- -
determine the steady-state error of a respqnse because of 
the oscillations. However, if an average of the maximum 
and minimum temperature deviations ca.n be used as an esti-
mate of .offset, then clearly proportional plus integral 
action produces a smaller error than either proportional 
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or proportional plus derivative as indicated in Figures 
13 and 14 by the responses to s0 and 25° step upsets. 
Positive temperature displacements resulting from a 5° 
upset are nearly superimposed for both proportional and 
proportional plus integral control, but the negative dis-
placement from TR is lowered about 0.3° by addition of in-
tegral action. For a 25° disturbance response w1 th, a pro-
portional plus integral controller is almost uniformly 
shifted downward 1.5° relative to response with a propor-
tional element only. The steady-state err.ors of the re-
sponses with proportional plus derivative and proportional 
are close, as expected from the analysis of steady-state 
errors of the linearized closed loop transfer function. 
From eqns. 28 and 29 the linearized model steady-state 
error computed for the conditions of Figure 13, that is 
P 
0
•1.0, b•0.5, Kc 0.5, a-5°, is T(t,l)t_.00=1.7°F. 
Clearly, the offset of any response curve of Figure 13 is 
well below this value. Because of the good agreement be-
tween responses of the two models for a 5° step upset, this 
discrepancy can not be attributed· to the quasi-linear be-
havior of the variable- coefficient·s model. The stE;)ady-
state error derivation, the difference equations, and the 
programs have been checked but no explanation could be 
found for this large disagreement.. Since nearly identical 
response curves were obtained for the programs simulating 
both models by the Crank-Nicolson and the simulation or 
,./' 
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Model I by the forward difference, the author is reason-
ably confident that the programs are correct. 
Addition of derivative action to either proportional 
or proportional plus integral control is an obvious im-
provement, lf the desired result of control. is to minimize 
the integral r IT(t,ll-Tal dt. 
With respect to this criterion three-mode control,. because 
of the smaller offset and rapidly damped. oscillations, is 
the optimum coml?ination as illustrated by the responses lh 
Figures 13 and 14~ 
The origin of the small oscillations after the peak 
in response, for the system forced by a 5° step with pro-
portional plus derivative or three-mode control, is not 
lmown. However, the response to a 25° step does not ex-
hibit this oscillatory behavior but decreases slowly and 
monotonely until the next peak appears. The linearized 
model, forced by 5° and 25° upsets, exhibited similar dis-
tincti_ons in the behavior of ~esponse under proportional 
plus d,erivative control. The flow function and tempera-
ture near the pe_ak in response of Model I have the follow-
ing limits when control action is three-mode: for the 
conditions given in Figures 13 and 14, 
\ • ,; !, '\,l_t'),,',,-,, ,·. 
5.0 step: 
25° step: 
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1.a<t<2.2 
0.93(r(t)(-0.22 
0 0 0.62 ~T(t,l)-TR(0.06 
1.6 <t<1.9 
3. 23 <r( t) < O .10 
Considering the results for sine upsets ~n flow, the re-
sponse to a 25° step might be expected to oscillate be-
cause of the gr·eater variation in flow and temperature. 
For these reasons and also because, as before, At, AX, and 
XEND did not appreciably affect the oscillations, the. be-
havior is thought to be characteristic of the model rather 
than a failure of the numerical approximation. 
The following is a list of resu.J_ts and observations 
which contribute to the supposition that the inexplicable. 
behavior of the controlled system is not initiated by the 
numerical method but is, in fact, a secondary disturbance 
associated with the P.D.E. exchanger model: 
1. The value of XENDhad a negligible :effect on response 
of Model I computed using the drank-Nicolson approxima-
tion. Hence the behavior is not initiated by the unbal-
ancing of the scheme at the exchanger end. Nor does the 
number of increments used in th~ computation significant-
ly affect the shape o~ the response.· 
2. For small disturb~ces the Crank-Nicolson solutions 
of both .Model I and Model II agree well, Since the 
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matrices formed by the system of nonhom.ogeneous linear 
difference equations are rather different,. it is likely 
that the distur})ance does not arise in the matrix inver-
sion •. 
3. The Crank-Nico:J.son solution was checked by comparison 
with a three-point forward difference solution for re-
sponses to s0 and 10° step upsets with proportional con-
trol. There were only minor differences between the two 
(,(0.10°) and these can be attributed to ·the larger tru:r,.-
cation error of the forward difference scheme. The meth-
ods are .quite differep.t, and it ts unlikely that failure 
of both schemes would lead to the same behavior. 
For these reasons it is-probable that the unexpected 
behavior of the controlled system is indicative of a se-
condary disturbance assoc.iated w1 th or produced by the 
variations in flow rate, that is the excitation of higll:er 
harmonics and/or an influence of the resonance phenomenon. 
Returning to Figure 3, the magnitude ratio of the linear-
ized transfer function for sinusofdal variations in flow 
rate, it is clear that frequencies near 2n1'r' (n•l,2, ••• ) 
will make no significant contribu~ion to the respons·e, 
while frequencies near (2n-l) will make a larger contri-
bution particularly for low n. These properties, result-
ing from the resonance-phenomenon, are characteristic of 
a distribu~ed parameter system forced in a distributed 
manner; that is, the heat exchanger disturbed by flow rate 
: :' 
! ' . .J 
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or steam temperature. The peaks in response of the con-
trolleq. system then could very well be an influence, such 
as higher harmonic$, associated with the peaks in the 
magnitude ratio; among other factors, this would involve 
an investigation of the frequency content of the flow 
function. 
Whatever the origin of the disturbance, the system 
response has some interesting properties which are anala-
gous to the step response of the flow forced model. Re-
calling the characteristics of the response to step upsets 
in flow: 
l. IQ{t,l) - Q{0,1)1 II,ta of the linearized model lies 
between the magnitudes of the variable-coefficients model 
for positive and negative steps in ·flow of identical run-
plitude, fA9.I I,-a being the largest. 
2. Separation of the time domains of the· linearized model 
occurs midway between the times of separat_ion of Model I 
for steps +a and -a, with response to the flow increase 
breaking first. 
The response of the controlled system to the unde-
fined dis·turbance also demonstrates these characteristics 
to a great extent. The temperature deviation, IT(t,1)-TRI, 
reaches a maximum at progressively later times and is of 
increasing amplitude for the systems in the order: Model 
I (+a), Model II (ta), and Model I (-a). From Tables l 
and 2 it is also apparent that, as the height of the 
~ ' . 
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temperature step is increased, these distinctions become 
more pronounced. since response of Model I (+a) peaks 
earlier and Model I (-a) later. In the.following discus-
sion the time at which that part of the response attributed 
to the undefined, secondary disturbance ( t> 1. 5) attains a 
maximum displacement will be referred to as the peak time, 
tp. The absolute value of the deviation of exit tl:)mpera.;. 
ture from the reference at his time is called peak ampli-
Table 1: Peak times and amplitudes in response of Models 
I and II to steps in entering temperature, ~a*u(t) 
Conditions: P0=-1.0, b=0.5, tr=o.1, K0=0.2, T0=so°F, 
TR=l68.497°F, T =220°F, s At:0.0
1, A:X.:0.01, 
XEND=-1. 2 
Model I +a Modei IIta 
Model I . 
-a 
Step, °F1 t p IATIP t p IATIP t p lAT\p 
5 2.29 0.96 2.32 1.02 2.35 1.10 
10 2.25 1.83 2.32 2.05 2.37 2.49 
25 2.12 3.99 2.31' 5.03 
The ·peak time of the linearized model is independent of 
temperatur~ upset magnitude and direction, as indi.cated by 
the values given in Tables 1 and 2. 
Increasing the proportional controller gain reduces 
peak time. This could be anticipated since the greater 
corrective action improves the speed of response. of the 
system. For conditions given~able 2 there is also a cor-
responding increase -in the amplitude of the peaks as gain 
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increases. The higher magnitude ratio or the frequency 
response gives a smaller phase margin thus increasing the 
possibility that the response of the system will oscillate 
and that the oscillat_ions may initially have a. larger ~ 
plitude, However, the larger peak amplitudes Ill:aY be the 
result of the superposition of normal oscillations of re-
sponse due to a small phase margin and the secondary 
disturbance. 
Table 2: Influence of proportional controller gain on 
peak time.s and amplitudes in response of Models· I and II 
Conditions: P0 =-1.o, b=0.5, 1:f=O.l, T0 =80°F, Ts=-220°F, 
TR=l68.497°F, At:0.01, AX=0.01 or 0.005 
for a 25° upset, XEND=l. 2 
Step, °F 
5 
10 
25 
Model 
I 
II 
I 
II 
I 
II 
Feedback Time Constant: 
-----
Kc=0.5 K0 =0.2 
tp fTIP tp ~TIP 
2.175 1.05 2.29 0.96 
2.20 1.24 2,32 1.02 
2.13 1.90 2.25 1.83 
2.20 2.45 2.32 2.05 
1,98- 3.91 2.12 3·.99 
2.19 5.96 2.31 5.03 
The influence of feedback time 
. . 
constant 'tr on response agrees with predi~tions based on 
the linearized frequency response. A lower tr or a more 
responsive element improves the speed or response of th:,e 
entire system; peak times are reduced and p.eak amplitudes 
atten,uated as illustrated by values given in Table 3 and 
f. 
. ; 
'. I 
I :: 
,, 
< 
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by the response curves of Figure 15. 
Table 3: Influence of feedback time constant on 
peak times and amplitudes in· response of Model I 
under proportional control 
Conditions: P0 :1.0, b:0.5, Kc=0.5, T0=80°F, 
T~=220°F, TR=l68.497°F, At=0.01, 
Ax=O.Ol, XEND=l. 2 
o.so 
0.10 
0.05 
Step 5° 
t p 
2.38' 
2.175 
2.11 
1.73 
1.05 
o.~6 
2.37 
2.13 
2.17 
3.21 
1..90 
1.69 
The frequency of oscillations in response is increased 
but the amplitude is more rapidly drunped as rr·decreases. 
Consideration of the response curves of Figure 15 indi-
cates that the ste~dy-state error is independent of 'tr, 
in agreement with the analysis of the closed loop transfer 
function resulting in eqn •. 28. When 'Zt=0.5, the system 
forced by a s0 step with proportional gain K0=0.5 is un-
stable. Consider the frequency response of the linear-
"'°'•' . ize~ if the lag contributed by the feedback element for 
each of the three time constants is added to the phase 
angle of the exchanger shown in.Figure 4, the following 
values can be calculated 
ft=0.5: for 4.0 (w (21t, 
tr=O.l: · f'or 5. 5 (w( 2ft, 
t'r=0.05: for 5.7 <w (21l', 
-1so0<¢' <-2s2° 
-1ao0<¢ (-212° 
.. "'.'1ao0~ (-198° 
I J; 
-.-t 
• 
+' 
-.... 
3-----------------------------------, 
' 2 
1 
0 
~l 
-2 
I 
',~' 
Step tempin 5° 
P 0 =1.0 0 
Kc=0.5 
b=0.5 
0 T 5 =-220 T 0 =80 
fit = fix= 0. 01 XEND=l.2 
1.0 1.4 1.8 
I 
\./ 
2.2 2.6 
t .-....-Dimensionless time 
\ 
\ I 
I 
\ I \ : \) 
3.0 
I 
I 
/ 
I 
\ 
\...1 
3.4 
Figure 15: Effect of 7'f on controllability; response to a 5° step in 
entering temperature with proportional control 
m 
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I 
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The combination of th~ weight of frequencies 4 (w (211' re-
lative to other frequency components of the flow function 
and an appreciable lag below 180° may have sufficient in-
fluence to create the unstable condition when 1}=0. 5 but 
not when ft=O.l or 0.05. Opposing the unstabiliz:J,.ng ef-
fect of increased lag is the greater attenuation of the 
magnitude ratio with larger t~ constants, though the 
phase lag. apparently is the dominating factor. Ho~ever, 
it is also possible that the growing oscillations for a 
s0 step with t'r=0.50 are created by superimposing the 
usual oscillations associated with a small phase margin 
and the response to the undefined disturbance. This type 
of situation would explain the unexpe·cted increase in 
peak time of' the 10° step response for fr=0.05 compared 
to f,r:.O .10. .Until additional information concerning the 
origin and the properties of this secondary disturbance 
is obtained, a more conclusive explanation can not be 
given. 
Flow Restriction 
The flow function was defined as 
r(t) = ,(t)/v 
where , is the steady-state flow rate and v(t) the dev~a-
tion or perturbation from steady state. Total flow rate 
in the exchanger is the sum of these two quantities. If' 
A 
'' 
' 
1 
,' i 
I 
I 
! 
' 
' 
·' I 
.· ... 
:; ···.:: . ') ' . 
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r(t)=-1.0, then ,ct)=!!=-,; the total rate is zero, and the 
exchange·r is heating a non-flowing or stagnant fluid. For 
a:ny r(t) less than -1.0, flow is reversed, a physically 
unrealizable situation. The program as written will not 
test for such a condition and hence values or exit tem-
perature, which are mathematically valiQ., will be computed. 
:f'or any r(t). Maximum allowable controlle:J? gain is con-
ventionally defined.as the gain at which the m,agnitude 
ratio of the open loop transfer function is one when the 
phase lag is 180°·; that is, sinusoidal oscillations in re-
sponse are neither damping nor growing. Ma.ximmn gain of' 
the system, discussed here is physically meaningless since 
this value is large enough to cause flow reversal. Allow-
able controller gain then is restricted by the condition 
that r(t) )-1.0 for any step disturbance. The program 
should be rewritten to include a test on the flow func-
tion and perhaps a model for an exchanger heating a non-
flowing fluid. 
Large Disturbances 
Maximum~~ Stabilit:y:: Although (K0 )max is physical-
ly meaningless, it is a mathematically valid quantity .• 
Therefore, the relationship between maximum gain and step 
height will indicate which characteristicfl of' the model 
were influenced by "linearization11 • Maximum controller 
s ·,. 
,·,t 
·. I 
f 
I 
" ! 
I 
·! 
i 
· .. ·, ) . 
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gain of the variable-coefficients model was nearly con-
stant for steps of height 2° to 25°, decreased to a mini-
mtm1 at a step of 40°, and then increased wi_th step height 
for larger upsets, so that (Kc} max for a step of 50° was 
larger than the maximum gain of small steps by Aearly a 
factor of three. The value ·of (Kc\nax in the region 5° 
to 25° agreed reasonably well with the maximum gain of the 
linearized model. The m.nnerical solution and the open· 
loop fr.equency response both indicate that maximum gain· of 
Model II is independent of upset magnitude. However, for 
steps greater than 45° maximum gain of Model I increases 
significantly with step height. Extending these observa-
tions to the physically valid case when r(t))-1.0, large 
upsets in temperature can be expected to improve COJ?.trol-
labili ty· of the systen1:. This has been observed for tem-
perature steps· of 50° and 25° with a controller gain of 
K0 5.0. Response, T(t,1)-TR' to the soQ step went from a 
maximum deviation of 18.5° at. t=l.O to a minimum of -3° 
near t:1.1; and after a ·few oscillations or· amplitude iess 
than 1 °, the response settled to a steady-state value 
about l O above the reference as shown in Figure 16. In 
fact, for this system r( t)) 0 for all time. The system 
0 disturbed by a step of 25 , on the other hand, was not 
physically valid since r( t) ~1.0. The displacement of 
· 0 0 
the oscillations about TR ranged from -5· to -7.5. 
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16 I\ 
I 
I Step upset 50°F 
I 
I Kc= 5.0 XEND :1;2 
I P0 = 1.0 b :0.5 ii 
12 '1 /.lt = 0.005 /.lx = 0 .010 
I 
u.. I 0 
I"-- I 1:'f -0.50 r(t)) 0 O' q- I 
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Figure:1_6: Effect o~ t'f on controllability: response to a 
50 f step upset with prop~rtional control 
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Hainsworth,. et al. (7) observed a similar result f'or 
the analog model of' an exchanger controlled by manipulat-
ing steam temperature. The model was set up with the 
controller-.action setting made optimum for one flow rate. 
When now was reduced by half, os·cillations were intro-
duced into the response; in other words, stability dete-
riorated with decrease in flow. It '-s iI_mnediate~•obvious 
that controller settings are optiml.llil only for a specific 
load. Similarly, Stewart, et al. (24) observed an im-
provement in the controllability of the flow-forced 
stirred tank model with increased upset amplitude. Al-
though it is not theoretically correct to speak of a 
transfer functior,,. for a system which does. not satisfy su-
perpos~tion, this terminology will be used to explain the 
dependency of stability on upset magnitude. In general, 
time constants and steady-·state gain of the quasi-linear 
model will be functions of the steady-state flow rate and 
steady~state temperature. With a step response bot~ 
steady-state flow ·and temperature change, which in turn 
will alter the time constants and gain. The overall ef-
fect :ts a shift in the magnitude ratlo and phase angle 
plots that is f~vorable to :improved stability with larger 
upsets. The lumped exchanger model: of Stermole and 
Larson ( 22) predicts such a dependency of time constant 
and gain on steady- state flow rate. 
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Effect of Feedback Time Constant: These characteristics 
--- .-· . 
of the variable-coefficients model provide an explanation 
for the decreased controllability· of the heat exchanger 
system, indicat~d by the increased oscillations in re-
sponse to a 50° step, as ; is dec~eased. This is. direct-
ly opposed to the influence of· tf when smaller upsets in 
temperature are introduced and to the observations based 
on the lirfearized frequency response. The possibility tDo.at 
the oscillations were spuriously initiated by the combina-
tion of a small time constant and a large disturban~e was 
investigated. Decreaslng increment size does reduce the 
amplitude of the oscillations though not s~ficiently to 
eliminate them. Harriott (8) illustrates this type of be-
havior for a trans.fer function consisting of· tb,ree first-
order time delays with constants t1 , 12, and 1'3• The 
larges.t time constant 11 may contribute nearly .so
0 phase 
lag at the criti~al frequency. Reducing !1 by a factor of 
two will have only a small effect on crit:Lcal frequency 
but a large effect on the magnitude ratio. If 
1'1 ))'t2 :). (3 , lowering '2'1 may actually lead to poor~r con-
trol, since a smaller allowable overall gain more than 
offsets the increase in frequency. Extendi~ these con-
siderations to the controlled exchanger, ff seems to be 
much larger than the other system time constants when 
feedback element is sluggish and when tbe exchanger is 
forced by large upsets. This is not an unreasonable 
: 
'l 
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supposition in view of the improved stability of the sys-
tem disturbed by a 50° step. Thu3, a lower rf wquld. lea.d 
to poorer control, or an oscillatory response, since the 
smaller gain of the systen,. offsets the increase in criti-
cal frequency. However, the improvement in control with 
increasing 1f for upsets near 50° is not sufficient to 
justify the use of a sluggish feedback element on a sys-
tem which would be subject to disturbances of various mag-
nitudes, because of the opposite influence of 1'f with 
small upsets. In addition, if the exch~ger is part of a 
larg~r controlled process, it is likely that the smaller 
upsets will predominate. 
Linearized Model: As has been mentioned previously, the 
disagreement between the response of Models I and II in-
creases with upset amplitude. This trend is well illus-
trated by the values of· peak time and amplitude for steps 
of 5°, 10°, and 2s0 given by Table 2. However, a particu-
larly impressive demonstration of the inadequacies of Mo-
del II to approximate large disturbances is provided by 
the :qesponse to the so0 step in entering temperature. 
With Kc=5.0 and tf=o.l, the flow function computed for 
Model I was always positive; the flow function associated 
with :Model II, on the other hand, takes on values less 
than -1.0 and therefore this system is not physically 
valid. 
I 
l 
. ~ 
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CONCLUSION 
The difference equations according to the Crank-
Nicolson scheme are consi~ered to be rather satisfactory 
approximations of the P.D.E. exchanger models. The evi-
dence for attributing the small, high frequency oscilla-
tions in response for certain limited conditions to a 
characteristic of the exchanger model rather than to an 
instabi,lity of the numerical method was inconclusive. 
Fortunately, response of the controlled system was in gen-
eral well-behaved and the oscillatory behavior was not an 
important consideration. However, before any additional 
studies which employ the Crank-Nicol ::3on are made, the ori-
gin qf these oscillations should be defined. The limita-
tions of the iinearized model as an approximation of the 
variable-coefficients model have been demonstrated for a 
variety of ~onditions in this paper and by others (13,22, 
24). The features of Model I which are obsc:ured by 
"linearization" are the _non-proportional relationship be-
tween flow amplitude and exit temperature displacement and 
the dependency of responsiveness on the upset. In the re-
sponse to sinusoidally varying flow these quasi-linear ef-
fects show up as a distorted sine wave; hence; the ampli-
tude ratio and phase angle depend upon th~ position at 
which they were measured, that is whether from- peak to 
peak or elsewhere. This di.stortion occurs because of the 
1-
J ' 
•")·' 
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significant contribution of higher harmonics to the sine 
response. However, response to a sine in flow of fre-
quency 21f, Crank-Nicolson and forward ·difference solu-
tions, exhibited an additional characteristic which is 
thought to be associated with the influence of quasi-
linearity on the resonance phenomenon. This behavior is 
manifested in the secondary peaks occurrj.ng after t::l. 0, 
which is contJ;"ary to the constant steady-state tempera-
ture predicted by the analytical solution of the linear-
ized model. 
For step changes in entering temperature, controlled 
by manipulating flow, the linearized model approximates 
. 
0 
the variable-ceefficients model reasonably well up to 10. 
Given a step increase the response of the quasi-linear mo-
.,~t .. del will ..-.:i. the linearized response and have a lower-
steady-state error. Therefore, the. simplified model is· con-
servative and could be safely used for des;tgn purposes on 
. 0 
upsets perhaps as large as +25 • Use of Model II for tem-
perature decreas·es, or negative steps, ~n the other hand, 
becomes increasingly dangerous as upset magnitude is in-
creased since the approximation is no longer conservative. 
For small upsets both models have a low frequency oscilla-
tory response which has been attributed to a secondary dls-
turbance, perhaps indicative of higher harmonics md/or 
the influence of the resonance phenomenon. The relative 
values of peak·:times and amplitudes of response of the two 
• I , 
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models forced by step increases and decreases in entering 
temp~rature e.xh1:t,1t a q~itative dependency on upset that 
is analago~s to the times of domain separation and dis-
placements of response to steps in flow.. Further investi-
gation of the origin of this disturbance is recommended 
because in some cases the up set appears to contribute to 
instability at unusually low gains. By combining the de-
sirable features of a rapidly damping response and a small 
offset, three-mode action seems to be the optimum control. 
For step upsets in the region 2° to 25° the. response 
of the two models differ in quantity rather than quality. 
However, the response of the models to a 50° step exhibited 
significant qualitative differences, clearly illustrated 
by the following observations: there was no indication 
of secondary disturbances in response of Model I; there 
was increased controllability relative to the controlled 
linearized n1odel with a 50° upset and relative to either 
model forced by a ·step of reduced height;. and there was a 
trend of increased stabili_ty with larger feedback time 
constants. The last characteristlc is directly opposed to 
the influence of f:r on the model _forced by small upsets 
and on the linearized frequen~y response. According to 
Harriott (9) such behavior can be expected of certain sys-
tems if 'r_t. is much larger than other system time constants, 
because increased phase margin associated with a lower 1r 
is more than offset by increased magnitude· ratio. This 
·, 
' 
• I 
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situation is apparently made possible by the appreciable 
reduction of time constant and/ or st_eady- state gain of 
the exchanger by an increase in steady-state flow rate and 
steady-state temperature as a result of the large- tempera-
ture step. The property of improved controllability with 
increasing step height· is particularly important in de-
signing for optimum control. If a w+de range of upsets 
to the system must be considered, it would be impossible 
to choose gains and times that are optimal in the conven-
tional sense for a feedback control loop. 
Recommendations 
It is recommended that" the following topics be inves-
tigated in a further study of the variable;..coefficients 
P.D.E. model of the exchanger. 
1. A determination qf stability and convergence criterion 
through a mathematical analysis of the truncatio~ errors 
inherent in the difference equations according to the 
Crank-Nicolson scheme and a study o"f round-oi'f errors and 
the relative size of elements in the m~trix inversion 
should indicate whether the small, high frequency oscilla-
tions are initiated by the method or by the model. 
2. Use of the modification by Stone and Brian (25) or the 
addition of' an axial conduction term to smooth out discon-
tinuities in response and hence improve the numerical 
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solution may be a satisfactory alternative to the rather 
involved analysis mentioned above. 
3. Tb.e influence of higher harmonics, particularl:y in 
combination with resonance, and the effe·cts of the reso-
nance phenomenon on the -distortion of response ~don the 
occu:r:-rence of secondary disturbances should be studied in 
more detail. 
4. The discrepancy between steady-state error of the 
line~rized closed loop transfer f.unction and that of the 
response computed numerically must be resolved. 
5. A necessary modification of the computer programs for 
future studie.s is the addition of a test for r(t).)-1.0 
(or other desirable limit) and of a non-flowing fluid ~x-
changer model. 
6. Knowledge of the influence of steady-state levels, as 
altered by step upsets, on control quality of the system 
is essential to satisfactory design of a control loop. An 
approximate dependency of time constants and steady-state 
gains .of the exchanger model. on steady-state levels might 
be determined most easily from the lumped model of 
Stermole and Larson. (22). 
7. Using these relationships, or expressions developed by 
some other approximate approach, to predict changes in con-
trol quality witb. disturbance magnftu<3:e, a type of adap-
tive control might be investigated. 
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APPENDIX 
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Nomenclature 
tube-side c:ross-se~tional flow area 
heat transfer are·a per unit length of' ·exchanger 
step height, flow or tempera~ure in °F 
exponent for velocity dependence of heat transfer 
coefficient 
heat capacity 
transfer function of an element 
gain of proportional controller 
dimensional length of heat exchanger 
dimensionless heat exchange to heat capacity ratio, 
UAhLJ>vCpAc 
dimensionless velocity disturbance or flow func-
tion, v( t) /v 
Laplace transform operator on t1me 
dimensionless time, t 1y/L 
dimensional ti!lle 
temperature of tube fluid 
derivative time 
integral t'ime 
reference temperature 
steam temperature 
step function 
overall heat transfer coefficient 
steady-state tube-fluid flow rate or velocity 
perturbation in velooi ~y, deviation from steady 
state 
• 83 -
w dimensionless frequency of sinusoidally varying 
tube-fluid flow !'.unction 
x dimensionless distance from exchanger inlet 
x' dimensional dis.tance from exchanger inlet 
-1 Z delay operator, exp(-s*6t) 
f density of tube fluid 
"t time constant of an element 
¢ phase angle 
Subscripts: 
c controller 
f feedback element 
p process, heat e~changer 
o initial steady-state value, r(t):O or t~O 
Superscripts: 
steady-state quantity, independent oft 
~ perturbat~on or deviation from steady state 
i.: ·.c ~-. ' r 
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Step in Flow Rate 
Model I 
Repeating the P.n.E. describing the exchanger, 
variable-coefficients form, 
:be/bt + .[1+r(t)}~Q/~x = -P0 [1+br(t)]Q (4) 
where Q = Q ( t ;x). Applying the convolution integral to the 
terms r(t)~Q/bx and br(.t)Q for r(t)= a!'.ru{t), the Laplace 
transform of ·eqn. 4 is 
. . 
(l+a)dQ(s,x)/dx + [P 0 t1+ab)+s]Q(s,x)= Q(O,.x) (35) 
where the initial condition Q(O,x) is gi~en by the steady-
state temperature profile as 
Q ( O ,x) = exp ( -P 0x) 
A particular sol~tion of eqn. 35 with Q(O,x) given by 
eqn. 36, 
when substituted into eqn. 35 gives 
The homogeneous solution of eqn.. 35 is 
(36) 
(37) 
Qh(s,x):;: c2exp{(-P0 (l+ab)-~ x/(l+a)J (38) 
The general solution is given by the sum of Qh and QP; the 
constant c
2 
c.an then be evaluated from the boundary condi-
tion 
:Q(t,O) = 1.0 or Q(s,O) •-1/s 
as 
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Therefore, the transformed dimensionless temperature in 
the exchanger is given by 
Q(.s,x) [:- . 1 ]exp{-[P0 (l+ab)+s]x 1 ·
s PO a (b-l) + s 1 + a 
+ exp(.-P0 x)/[P0 a(b-l)+s] (39) 
The inverse transform of eqn. 39, in agreement with 
Koppel's (13) solution, is 
Q(t,x) = exp [-P0 {a(b-l)t .... x}J, t ,x/(l+a) (5a) 
Q(t,x·)= ex.p[-P0 (l+ab)x/(1+a)], t) x/(l+·a) (5b)-
Linearized Model 
Starting with the variable-coeffi:cients or quasi-
linear model given by eqn. 4, let 
Q(t,x)= ~(x)· + ~(t,x) (6) 
where Q(x) is the steady-state dimensionless tempe~ature 
and~( t,x) the perturbatio~ from steady state. Substitu-
ting eqn. 6 into eqn. 4 and neglecting product in pertur-
bation terms (i.e. r(t)~Qfex and br(t)Q), eqn. 4 becomes 
~/~t + [11-r(t)] dQ/dx 1- \g/~x=·-P0 [9+br(t)~+9] (40) 
Substraction of the steady-state ·equation 
dg(x)/dx= -P0~(x) 
from eqn, 40 gives 
\Q/~t + )Q~x + P09 :.P0r(t) (1-b)~ 
(41) 
(42) 
The solution of eqn, 41 subject to the condition. ~(O}=l.O 
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is 
Q (x) = exp (-P 0x) 
Substituting this into eqn. 42 yields the linearized model 
(Model II); 
~(t,x)/~t + ~Q(t,x)/~x + P0Q(t·,x) =P0 r(t) (l~b)e-P
0
x _(7) 
The Laplace transform of eqn. 7 is 
d~(s,x)/ax + {s+P0 )~(s,x)= P0 r(s) (1-b)e-P
0 x (9) 
Equation 9 is a linear, nonh9mogeneous o.n.E. s.nd can be 
solved by the usual elementary tecbnlques as the sum of a 
homogeneous and a particular solution. Subject to the 
bo-gndary condition ~(s,O).:O.O, the solution is 
-P X -xs 
~(s,x)= P0 (1-b)e 
O (1-e )r(s)/s, s¢0 {10) 
Equation 10 can be tn:verted by convolution for a particu-
lar forcing function r(t): 
-Pox [ It . rt-x ~ 
~(t,x)= P0 (1-b)e e(t);0r(t)al - u(t-x).)0r('l:)d'tj (43) 
Fol' a step function, r ( t )::a{ru( t), 
. 
. 
[u(t)a1: 
lt-xl - u ( t-x) a't O J (44} 
Evaluating eqn. 44 at the upper and lower limits and add-
ing th~ steady-state temperature, §(x)= e.xp(-P0x), eqn. 44· 
becomes in terms of total dimensionless temperature 
.· 
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9(t,x)=exp(-P0x)*[l + P0 (1-b)at], t~x (Sa) 
Q(t,x)• exp(-P0x)*[l + P0 (1-b)ax], t)x (Bb) 
~ ~: If r(t) = A*sin wt, .then eqn. 43 can be wr1 t-
ten as 
-P x [ F_ 
~(t,x)= P0 (1-b)e 
O 
· Au.(t) J
0
sin w'? d'l' 
/t-x ] 
- Au(-t-x) Jo sin wf d1J_ 
. -PX[· t 
= '.P
0
(1-b)e O u(t) (-A/w)cos w 
0 
t-xl 
- u(t-x) (-A/w)cos w 
O 
J 
By substituting in the upper and lower ~iinits and rear-
ranging the soluti.on becomes 
(45) 
(46) 
-P x 
:(t,x)=P
0
(1-b)e O (A/w)(l - .cos wt), t,x (47a) 
-Px ~ ( t, X) : po ( 1-b) e O ( A/ W) [COS W ( t- X) - COS wt] , 
t:>x (47b} 
Combining the two cosine terms, eqn. 47b has the follow-
ing form 
. ~PX 
~(t,x)=P
0
(1-b)e O (A/w)nr~cos(wt-¢) (48) 
where 
m =/2 (1 - cos wx) 
and 
-1 ¢-=tan [sin wx/(cos wx - 1U • 
In terms of the total dimensionless temperature the 
response for a -sinusoidal upset in flow is given bI the 
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relationships: 
Q(t,x) = e-Pox[l + P0 (1-b)A(l-cos wt)/w] , 
Q(t,x)= e-P0x[l + P0 (1-b)mA*cos(wt-¢)/w], 
where m and ¢ are defined above. 
Step in Inlet Temperature 
(17a) 
t)x (l 7b,) 
For a step in entering tube-fluid temperatur.e, con-
stant flow rate, eqn. 4 and eqn·. 7, the variable-
coe:t:'ficients and linearized models respectively, -reduce 
to 
~Q ( t ' X) / ~ t + ~Q ( t 'X) /~ X ::: - p OQ ( t 'X) (49) 
SubJect to the conditions 
Q ( t, O ) = 1 .. [a/ (TO-Ts)] u( t) = 1 + a1 u ( t) 
Q ( 0 , x) = exp ( -P oX) 
The Laplace transform of eq:t).. 49 gives the o.D.E. 
d~(s,x)/ax + (s ... P0 )Q(s,x)= exp(-P0 x) (50) 
Once· again separating the solution into a homogeneous and 
a particular solution 
.Qh = c1exp [- (s+P O )x] 
Evaluating c1 and c2 :t>y the usual techniques, 
the solution 
of eqn. 50 is r -xs ] -P0x 
Q(s,x)= l_)./s + a1e. /s e , s¢0 (51) 
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~y telcing the inverse transform, in the time domain this 
relationship becomes 
-P x Q(t,x)= e O [1 + a1u(t-x)J (52) 
where 
u( t-x)·• 0 for t<x 
=1 for t) x. 
Numerical .Methods 
·The choice of a numerical scheme was rathe:r limited 
by the absence of a se.cond order term in the partial dif-
ferential equation-model. However, three methods were 
tested on th.e flow disturbed exchanger; each has disad-
vantages but the implicit scheme seems to be the most 
satisfactory. 
Forward Difference: The least involve·d is a forward dif-
ference, explicit scheme; approximations are made using 
only three grid nodes (i,n-1), (i,n), and the point of in-
terest (i+l,n). A rect·angular ~id, set up f~r the Crank-
Nicolson scheme, is shown in Figure 17. The difference 
approximations are of the form 
~e/~t~(91+1 n - 9 i n)/At 
., ' 
. ,.., 
e==e1,n 
(53a) 
(53b) 
(53c) 
(53d) 
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Substituting these ~xpressions into the exchanger Mode
l I 
and rearranging gives the following difference equation: 
91+1,n = (4t/AX} {l+ri )ei,n-1 
+ [1 - (4t/Ax) (l+r1 ) - P 0At(l+'bri)] e1,n (54) 
The computed solution was compared to. the exact respons
e 
of Model I for a .step upset in tube-fluid flow. This 
scheme is easily progrannned and requires a minimum of 
storage. Howeve·r, the truncatiqn error is of fi_rst or
der, 
and the ref ore an unwieldy number of t and x increments 
must be employed in order to attain rea~onable accuracy
. 
In addition, the 4t/Ax ratio is restricted to values le
ss 
than 0.75 (estimate based on program results) for stable 
solution; but when the solution is stable, the ~omputed
 
step response converges monotonely to the exact soluti
on. 
For the condition r(t)=o.o or at steady state, the com-
puted response drifted considerably from the exact tem
-
perature. To insure a solution which agrees within 1%
 
with the analytical soluti"on, at least 400 time and 200
 
x-im,rements must be used. When investigating sine dis
-
turbances in flow these numbers were at least doubled, 
while machine time went up by almost a factor of four.
 
For runs at conditions P0=2.0, b=0,·5, A=l.O., wz2lr and, 5.0., 
At=0,0010., and AX-0.0025 with temperatures printed at ea
ch 
time increment up to t=2. O., the solution required nearl
y 
40 minutes of machine time compared to 6 minutes for th
e 
Crank-Nicolson solutio~ with At=O,Ol., AX=O,Ol, and 
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XEND=l.2. It is obvious then that, if the truncation er-
ror of the.forward differ~nce is reasonably small, the 
computer time required becomes prohibitiv~. 
Central Difference: By including the additional node 
(i+l,n-1) and rewriting the approximations about the 
point (i+~,n-}}, the numerical scheme is of the central 
difference farm ( 19) : 
~/~t~~[(9 1..,1,n-9i,n)/At + (Qi+l,n-1-9 :i,,n-1)/.6t] 
~Q/~x9[ (Qi+l,n-Qi+l,n-1 )/AX + (Qi,n-Qi,n-1)/Ax] 
Q~]. ( ) 
- 4 91 ... 1,n + .91+1,n-l + 9i,n +· 9i,n-l 
(55a) 
(55b) 
(55.c) 
(55d) 
This method is also explicit but truncatio~ errors are of 
second order. The computed response for a step in .flow 
deviates less than O. 3% from the exact solution for 100 
x-increments and 200 t-increments. As in the p~evious 
scheme At/4x is restricted by the upper limit o. 75, al-
though jt/Ax,o.5 is probably a safer limit especially 
as the step height ls increased. When this condition is 
satisfied, the response converges monot·onely to the exact. 
solution. If At/Ax•l.O, the response oscillates slightly 
(much like the Crank-Nicolson} but does converge rather 
quickly. The central difference scheme was _also applied 
to the case of sinusoidal variations in.flow. For small 
disturbances the program can be tested by comparison to 
an analytical solution of the linearize
0d model. With 
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w=5.0 and A=O .1 (P
0
= 2.0, b:0.5, At:O ,01, AJC:0,02, t.(3.0) 
agreement between the two solutions was entirely satis-
factory. HoweVE3r, the scheme becomes unstable when the 
amplitude is increased to 1.0. For the cases· wa2lr and s.o 
and A=l,O "the computed response up to t•Q·. 7 was rather 
close to that d_etermined by the Crank-Nicolson and forward 
difference techniques, but at later times the solution 
deteriorates into severe oscillations for a wide range of 
At, llX, and At/Ax combinations. It appears that the sta-
bility ratio is not only dependent on some function of 
(At/Ax) but also on the disturbance amplitude, By choos-
ing At/Ax sufficiently small when A=l.O stability might 
be insured.. However, because of this severe restriction 
on At/Ax, the central difference was not employed to ap-
proximate the controlled system. 
Crank-Nicolson: The most sophisticated and satisfactory 
technique is the Crank-Nicqlson, an implicit'scheme which 
is second order correct in· x and first order int. For 
identical increment lengths ·the tr1l!lcation error is of the 
same magnitude as that of the central difference solution .• 
The stability limits on At/Ax with the central and forward 
difference schemes emph~sizes the compu~ational importance· 
of implicit approximations; namely, Ax is not restricted 
by stability or cm;1ver~ence but only by the. allowable 
truncation erro~ (15). Therefore, larger time ·steps are 
} 
,,· .. ., ......... ,·.· 
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possible with the implicit schemes than with either of the 
expl;Lcit ·representations. or course, this must be weighed 
against the f.act that a set or ·NoUT simultaneous equations 
must be solved for each i level. For sine upsets inflow, 
the increased time step is the more important factor. 
Even though the computed response to step and large .sine 
disturbances in tube-fluid flow is not entirely satisfac-
tory, it is a significant improvement over the explicit 
methods particularly with resp~ct to necessary computer 
time. -The Crank-Nicolson solution does oscillate when re-
sponse to be approximated, or -the slope of the response, 
is discontinuous. Such behavior was demonstrated by com-
puted response to steps i~ entering tube-fluid temperature 
and- to· steps in flow rate. However, o·scillations also 
appeared on peaks of the response to sinusoidally varying 
flow. Because neither the forward difference solution of 
Model I nor the Crank-Nicolson solution of Model II ex-
hibited this behavior, it is thought that the instability 
is initiated in the matrix inversion as a result of the 
accumulation of rounding errors or of the relative magni-
tudes of matrix elements. The evidence is by po·means 
conclusive and there is a ;possibility that the oscilla-
tions are the act~al behavior of the quasi-linear model• 
Problems of stability and convergence of ·the numerical 
methods are discus·sed in detail by Lapidus (15 ). and Evans, 
et al. (5); and the effects of rounding errors on the 
I 
·' 
~'f. :., ',,t•l-o .· 
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solution are considered by B~ce, et al. (1), O'Brien, et 
al. (18), and Lapidus (15). 
Simulation of Control Loop 
Since investigation of feedback control of the ex-
changer was of primary interest in this study, the numeri-
cal method has been· described in this context; but the re-
lationsh_ips derived below are easily manipulated ~o satis-
fy other boundary conditions. Before the control loop 
could be simulated, i~ was essential to remove the oscil-
lations in the response to step disturbances in entering 
tube-fluid- temperature resulting from the inability of the 
numerical method to follow the discontinuity of a step. 
The approach taken here simulates a pure time delay ele-
ment. Since there is no response by exit temperature to a 
step upset until t:sl.O, the flow remains constant. Hence, 
values of exit temperature are calculate.d from the analy-
tical solutiqn of the P.D.E, This solution is used in 
place of the numerical scheme through t:1,0, when the 
Crank-Nicolson is initiated. At t=l,O the boundary and 
11 initial11 conditions are given by the analytical solution: 
Q(t-,o)= 1 + a/(T0 -T8 ), t)O 
Q(l,x)= e:x:p(-P0x)(l + a/(T0-T8 )] 
Since computations:withthe numerical scheme are omitted 
for t ,1.0, there is some econ~mizing of machine time, 
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For .AX• ~t•O .01 (100 increments/unit dimensionless dis-
tance or time) machine time was app~,oximately 4 minutes 
per dimensionless time unit on the G.E. 225. 
The following notation will ·be used throughout the 
derivation 
i-+time 
i= l~t =o.o 
I;: (1.0/At) + 1. 
i=I~t=l.O 
n--+distance 
n = 1 =+x=O.O 
N = (1.0/Ax) + 1. 
NOUT = (XEND/Ax) + 1. 
n =N=>x= 1.0 
The Crank-Nicolson implicit scheme is applied at all 
points within the exchanger (l.(n.(NOUT-1) and a. 4-point 
forward difference, explicit scheme is applied- at n NOUT 
to terminate the approximation. The mesh or rectangular 
grid of the ~odes used in the di_fference equations is 
shown in Figure 17. The scheme progresses from n•l 
through NOUT for each time level i. Though implicit meth-
ods require the solution of a system of simultaneous equa-
tions, they are generally stable over a broade·r range of 
At/Ax ratios. Crank-Nicolson applied to the heat equation 
gives a scheme which is unconditionally stable, that is 
for all ratios (15). 
Crank-Nicolson appro~imations: For 1<i'°I, dimensionless 
exit temperature is _given by 
(56) 
Assuming a step disturbance in entering temperature, 
I . 
i. 
! 
' ') -, 
,· 
t-tmax 
i+l 
i-1 
~: 
0: 
rlSI: 
D fZJI: , 
• 96 ~ 
n n+l N;'.>UT-1 
Xl"'V Distance 
2 points, Crank-Nicol.son oQ/bt 
4 points,. Crank-Nicolson oQ/~x 
2 points_, forward difference ~Q/dt · 
4 points, forward difference ~Q/~x 
tOJT 
Figure 17: Rectangular grid for the finite differ-
ence approximation·of the p.o.E. heat exchanger models 
. ~ . ' 
' .. 
. . · 
~~· \. _\..~.· 
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T( t,O): T0 + a!Ju( t), the temperature profile at t=l.O is 
9r,n=exp(-P0 Ax(n-1)]*[1 + a/(T0 -T 5 )] lln,(NOUT (57) 
For i) I and 2.('n,(NOUT-1 the difference approximations 
are 
~Q/~x~~ ((9i+l,n+l - 9i+l,n-l )/2Ax 
+ (91,n+l .- 91,n-1)/2AXJ 
(58a) 
(58b) 
(58c) 
(58d) 
Substitutir:ig these approximations into eqn. 4, the 
variable-coefficients model, and rearranging on~ obtains 
for i) I 
-(E/2)Qi+l,n-l + (l+H)Qi+l,n + (E/2 )Qi+l,n+1 = 
(E/2)Q1,n-l + (1-H)Qi,n - (E/2)91,n+l (59) 
where 
E = (At/2Ax) (1 + ri) 
H= (P0 At/2)(1 + br1 ) 
The truncation error associated with the ~/b~ approxima-
tion is of order (Ax) 2. while error of ~/~t is only of 
order (~t). As Lapidus ( 15) has pointed out ~9/~t could 
be approximated by 
(Qi+l,n - 9t-1,n)/2At 
2 
so the error is of order (6t) . However, for some systems 
(for example, parabolic) this leads to unstable solutions.· 
- r. 
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Forward Difference Appro~imations: For i) I and n•NOUT 
~/hx~![(Qi+l, NOUT - 9 i+l,NOUT-l)/Ax 
+ (Qi,NOUT - 9 i,NOUT-l)/Ax] (60) 
and ~e/bt, 9, and r are given by the previous approxima;.. 
tions. Again substit11:ting into eqn. 4 yields 
-EU·Qi+l,NOUT-1 .. (l+E+H) 91 .. 1,NOUT = 
E*Qi NOUT-1 + (l-E;..H)Qi NOUT (5l) 
,. . ' 
For all i, n•l t~e boundary condition becomes 
91+1,1=· 1.o + a/(T0-T3 ) (62) 
The coefficients of the set of NOUT simulta,neous equatiQl]l).S 
given by eqns. 59, 61, and 62 form a tridiagonal matrix 
which is easily manipulat.ed by Gaussian elimination, as 
modified by Thomas, to yield value~ of 91+1,n• 
The term Qi+l,N is converted to the dimensional te~-
perature Ti+l,N which is then fed to the feedback element. 
Feedback temperature is computed using a modified Euler 
or Heun approximation. The values of Tr are compared . i+l 
to a reference temperature TR' ~d the difference or error 
will determine the magnitude and sign of r 1..,1• The flow 
designated ri+l is· employed in the exc~nger routine to 
yield temperatures at time i+2. Norm.ally, r 1 .. 3; 2 would be 
used in the Cranl{-Nicolson approximation; however, the 
flow function is not known in advance for the temperature 
disturbed-controlled system. The pr·ogram could be modi-
fied to use an estimate of flow at .1+3/2 by applying a. 
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type of predictor-corrector technique. For example, r1+1 
i~ 
could be used to determine T1+2 and thus the predictor 
* r 1
+
2
• Flow at 1+3/2 can then be taken as the aver~ge or 
* ri+l and ri+2; ri.3/ 2 gives the corrected value Ti.2 and 
and ri+2• With the present program r 1•1 may .assume 
values le~s than -1.0, indicating flow reversal which is 
physically unrealizable. Therefore, flow should be re-
stricted to ri+l) -1.0. When r 1+1--1.o, the total tube-
fluid flow rate is zero and a new mo·del should be derived 
to include axial c."onduction. Since the non-f~ow situa-
tion may be rather impract~cal physically, some limit· for 
ri ... l should be chosen which is sufficiently greater than 
-1.0 to insure that the assumptions or plug flow and neg-
ligible axial conduction are reasonably approximated. In 
this way the numerical solution of only one model will 
have to be progrannned. 
In the program AX and XEND are limited by the rela-
tionship 
NOUT = (XEND/Ax) + 1 •. ~241 · 
The restriction could possibly be _removed by using tapes 
to store intermed;late values. However, no significant 
increase could be attained simply by extending the exist-
ing dimensions since the program already occupies most· 
of the available memory 9n the G.E. 225 at Lehigh. 
'. 
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Thomas Algorithm: The Thomas modification is equivalent 
to ordinary Gaussian elimination but according to Bruce, 
et al. (1) "it avoids the error gr·owtp. associated with the 
back solution of'. the elimination method and also minimizes
 
the storage problems in machine computation". The method, 
as applied to the system of eqns. 59, 61, and 62, can be 
swmnarized as follows. Using some of the notation of the 
program, at the time interval i+l: 
from eqn. 62 
A1 = O.O 
B1 = 1.0 
c1 = o.o 
D1 = 1.0 + 
from eqn. 59 for 2 ,(k ,(NOUT-1 
Ak= -E/2 
~=l + H 
Ck=E/2 
a/ (T -T) 0 S 
Die= (E/2)9k~l + (1-H)Qk - (E/2)Qk+l 
and, lastly, from eqn. 61 
~OUT= -E 
BNOUT= 1 + E + H 
CNOUT= O.O 
DNOUT =E·:i-QNOUT-1 +- (l-E-H)QNOUT 
where the suhs9ripts denote an interval in the s-domain. 
The system of sim:ultaneous equations becomes 
d 
');,~.;,,;.1<:~,· .... ~~· ·,,·~ .f.\' ~ 
Let 
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1.0 Ql =Dl 
AkQk-1 + BkQk + CkQk+l = ~' 2(k.(NOUT-l 
ANoUT9 NOUT-l + BNOUTQNoUT=:~mUT 
p .:;Bl 
G1 = n1/P 
SBk-1 = Ck-1/P 
p = Bk - AkSBk-1 
Gk= (J\ - AkC\-1)/P 
9NoUT=GNOUT 
n=NOUT - k 
9n= Gn - SBn9n-l 
l(k~NOUT-1 
Proof of this modification can be found in Br,uce, et al. 
(1). Only the elements of the coefficient matrix, Ak' Bk' 
and Ck' involve flow rate directly. 
,., 
/, 
·' 
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Flow Sheet 
Feedback Control 
of the Variable-Coefficients 
Heat Exchanger Model 
DIMENSION (241) 
A,B,C,D,G,SB, 
AD P
0
, b, XEND, T0 , 
T
8
, At, Ax, TMAX, TR, 
STEPHT, tr, Kc, Td, 
T·, INDEX 
+ 
R=O.O 
N = (1./Ax).-1. 
NOUT: XEND Ax)+l. 
o"t<l 
DIMTEM(N)• exp(-P0 ) 
EX.TEMP= DIMTEM( N)i} 
(T0 -T8 )+T 
TYI>e of 
Control Action 
PRINT Type 
of Control 
and Gains 
.:, 
,;.:• 
.J• 
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RINT 0( t< 1, R, 
EXTEMP DIMTEM N 
Set Tr EXTEMP at t•O 
OLDXTP EXTEMP 
DO I=l,NOUT 
-PX 
DIMTEM(I)=e o (STEPHT/(T0 -T8 ) + 1,) 
x•x + Ax 
e = EXTEMP - TR 
PRINT t, R, EXTEMP, 
DIMTEM(N), Tr, e 
A(l)=o.o 
B(l)= 1.0 
C(l): o.o 
D(l) = 1 + STEPHT/(T0 -T8 ) 
E = (At/2AX) (1 + R) 
H= (P At/2) (1 + bR) 
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DO K=2,NOUT-l 
A(K)= -E/2 
B(K)= 1 + H 
C{K)= E/2 
D(K): (E/2) (DIMTEM(K-1)-DIMTEM(Ktl)) 
+ 1-H DIMTEM K 
A(NOUT)= -E 
B { NOUT) = 1 + E -+ H 
D{ NOUT) = E~rDIMTEM( NOUT-1) + 
(1-E-H)DIMTEM(NOUT) 
P-= B(l) 
G(1)=D(l) P 
DO I=2,NOUT 
SB(I-1):: C(I-1)/P 
P=B(I) - A(I){rSB(I-1) 
G(I) = (D(I)-A(I)*G(I-1)) P 
DO K=l,NOUT-1 
I=NOUT - K 
DIMTEM( I)= G( I )-SB( I)·ri"DIMTEM I-1) 
+ 
·.n 
,_;I, 
,, 
,.':J 
t·. i 
f;'.:.:...... __ --t { _J 
l 
I 
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OLDXTP::: EX.TEMP 
SLOPE =(Tr-Tr ) 4t l 
AREA= (TR - (Tfl +Tr)/2).At 
T OAREA= TOAREA -+ AREA 
R= -Kc {TR-Tf) + Td(SLOPE) 
+ T1 (-TOAREA) 
e• EXTEMP - T 
PRINT t, R, EXTEMP, 
'------11o1 DIMTEM(N), Tr, e 
-
+ 
RINT P0 , b, At, AX, XEND, 
T, TR' 't, T0 , STEPHT 
··- -_.:. .. 
'' 
,, 
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Program Notation 
A(I) coefficients in the tridiagonal matrix, defined 
in t~e discussion of the Thomas algorithm 
AREA area under error curve, e(t) vs t, from t tot-At 
B(I) coefficient in the tridiagonal matrix 
BB b 
C(I) coefficient in the tridiagonal matrix 
D(I) c.oefficient in the tridiagonal matrix 
DELT At 
DELX ti,;£. 
DIMTEM(I) dimensionless tube-fluid temperature at x-level 
I, at time t; Q ( t, x) · 
E 
EXTEMP 
FCNTY 
FDBKT 
FDBKTY 
FDBKTl 
G(I) 
GAIN 
H 
I 
INDEX 
(At/2Ax}(l + R) 
d.iniensional temperature at exit, T(t,l), °F 
variable used in feedback element routine 
variable used in feedback :element routine 
Tf(t-At) 
variable used in Thomas algorithm 
Kc 
(P 0At/2)(1 + bR) 
subscript denoting x-level or row of tridiagonal 
matrix 
-1, open loop analysis, response of heat ~x-
changer to step in entering temperature, no 
feedback 
o, end run, call exit 
+l, closed loop, investigate controlled system 
-~-
·~ 
~ 
--,. 
f 
,1 
' 
---·--_, 
/; 
.. -
·,;,• 
t ~ f i 
F" ( :: ____ J 
,1. l 
j 
,, •• ! . 
K 
N 
NOUT 
OLDXTP 
p 
PO 
R 
REFTEM 
SB(I) 
SLOPE 
STEAMT 
STEPHT 
T 
TCDERV 
TCINTL 
TDEVTN 
TEMPIN 
THETA 
TMAX 
TOAREA 
X 
XEND 
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subscript denoting x-level or row in tridiagonal 
matrix 
(1./4x)+l., number of x increments up to x•l.O 
(XEND/Ax)•l.·, number o:r x increments up to 
x=:XEND ) 1. 0 
exit temperature at previous time level, 
T(t-At,1), OF 
variable used in Thomas algorithm 
Po 
tube-fluid flow function, r(t-At) 
TR, oF 
variable used in Thomas algorithm 
slope of the error curve between t and t-At 
0 Ts, F 
height
0
of step in entering tube-fluid tempera-
ture, Ii' 
t, dimensionless time 
Ta, deriva.tive time 
Ti, integral time 
deviation of exit temperature from reference, 
T(t,1)-TR, °F 
To, oF 
'l'r, feedback time constant, dlmensioniess 
dimensionless maximum time through which response 
is computed and pri_nted out 
total area under error curve, e(t) vs. t 
x, dimensionless distance along exchanger 
apparent end of exchanger, XEND) 1. O 
,· 
' 
., 
---1 
I ; 
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Prog:r;'am Source ·Deck 
Feedback Control 
Model I 
DIMENSION A(241), B(241), 0(241), D(241), G(241), 
SB(241), DIMTEM(241) 
5 READ 1005, PO,BB,XEND,TEMPIN,STEAMT 
11 READ 1011, DELT,DELX,TMAX,STEPHT 
14 READ 1014, THETA,REFTEM,GAIN,TCDERV,TCINTL,INDEX 
IF (INDEX) 30,999,16 
16 IF (TCDERV-.000001) 17,17,24 
17 IF (TCINTL-.000001) 21,21,18 
18 IF (GAIN-.000001) 20,20,19 
19 PRINT 1019, GAIN,TCIN'I'L 
GO TO 35 
20 PRINT 1020, TCINTL 
GO TO 35 
21 IF (GAIN-.000001) 22,22,23 
22 PRINT 1022 
GO TO 35 
23 PRINT 1023, GAIN 
GO TO 35 
24 IF (TCINTL-.000001) 25,25,26 
25 PRINT 1025, GAIN.,'l'CDERV 
C 
C 
GO TO 35 
26 PRINT 1026, GAIN,TCDERV,TCINTL 
GO TO 35 
30 PRINT 1030 
35 PRINT 1035 
R:O.O 
T=O.O 
TOAREA= O.O 
X:O.O 
N= (1.0/DELX) + 1.01 
NOUT= (XEND7DELX) + 1.01 
DIMTEM(N)= EXPF(-PO) 
EXTEMP : D JMTEM ( N) ·:} ( TEMP IN- STEAMT) + STEAMT 
PRINT 1040, T,R,EXTEMP ,DIMTEM(N) 
J,HHHHr SET FEEDBACK TEMP AS EXTEMP AT T O • 0 ~HP~:t-:~ 
FDBKT • EX.TEMP 
OLDXTP = EXTEMP 
T= 1.000 
DO 45 I= l,NOUT . · 
DIMTEM(I) = EXPF(-POl~X);.~(STEPHT/(.TEMPIN-STEAMT) 
. ~ 1.0) 
r;,, 
,;,,', 
'•i·,. 
,:1 
' ~ 
., 
... ~- ·- t:,~· 
·----~ 
} 
-l 
-~ 
~ 
' ·• I 
. .. 
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45 x•x + DELX 
EXTEMP= DIMTEM(N)*(TEMPIN-STEAMT) • STEAMT 
TDEVTN = EX.TEMP - REFTEM 
PRINT 1050, T,R,EXTEMP ,DIMTEM(N) ,FDBKT,TDEVTN 
55 T= T • DELT/2.0 
A(l}= O.O 
B(l) = 1.0 
c(1):o.o 
D(l} = 1.0 + STEPHT/(TEMPIN-STEAMT) 
E = (DELT/(2.0*DELX) }{r(l.O+R) 
H: (PCH,DELT/2.0)*(1.0 + BB*R) 
M:aNOUT - 1 
DO 60 K• 2,M 
A(K) = -(E/2.0) 
B(K)=l.O + H 
C(K} = E/2.0 
60 D(K) = (E/2.0 )~~(DIMTEM(K-1)-DIMTEM(K•l)) + 
(1.-H)*DIMTEM(K) 
A(NOUT) = -E 
B(NOUT}: 1.0 + E + H 
C(NOUT}= O.O 
D( NOUT) = :EJ,,DIMTEM( NOUT-1) + (1.-E-H)-::-DIMTEM( NOUT) 
P =B(l) 
G(l)= D(l)/P 
DO 70 I= 2,NOUT 
SB(I-1)= C(I-1)/P 
P=B(I) - A(I)~rSB(I-1) . 
G(I)-= (D(I) - A(I)~rG(I-1) )/P 
70 CONTINUE 
DIMTEM(NOUT): G(NOUT} 
DO 80 K= 1,M 
I=NOUT - K 
DIMTEM( I)= G( I) - SB ( I)~rDIMTEM(I-1) 
80 CONTINUE 
T = T + DELT/2.0 
EXTEMP = DIMTEM(N)*(TEMPIN-STEAMT) + STEAMT 
IF (INDEX) 90,999,85 
C iHHH'~nHHHHr FEEDBACK ELEMENT ROUTINE ·:HHHHHHHl--'.Hr 
85 FCNTY= (DELT/THETA)*(OLDXTP - FDBKT) 
C 
FDBKTY :s FDBKT • FCNTY 
FDBKTl= FDBKT 
FDBKT= FDBKTl • (DELT/(2.*THETA) )i:-(EXTEMP-FDBKTY) 
+ FCNTY/2. . . 
OLDXTP = EXTEMP 
.,.HHHHl-
H-?Ht"'~HHHHi-*-'JooJHr TYPES OF co NTROL iHHHHHHH'nHHHHt-~k~· 
SLOPE: (FDBKT - FDBKTl)/DELT 
AREA= (REFTEM - (FDBKTl + FDBKT)/2.0}*DELT 
TOAREA= TOAREA + AREA 
. \ 
\_. __ _ 
,j 
; ( . 
! ·-··-··~ 
'· 
. ---:;: 
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R= -GAI:Nfr(REFTEM-FDBKT) f. TCDERV*SLOPE 
+ TCINTL-1~(-TOAREA) 
' " 1· r ·' ••• 0' l' ,.i ,·.- • ·•
,·1": ,.,., ., , ... ,. •,·f\'•F"" • 
,· 
C •:.<-ir'~.Hr J,HHHBr -!HHHHt- -!HHHHr {H'rlHHr J,HHHH
r J,HHHHr ~~e,.~~Hr 
90 TDEVTN= EXTEMP - REFTEM 
PRINT 1050, T ,R,EXTEMP ,DIMTEM ( N) ,FDBKT, TDEVTN 
IF .(T-TMAX) 55,95,95 
95 PRINT 1095, PO,BB,DELT,DELX,XEND,STEAMT,RE
FTEM,THETA, 
TEMP IN, STEPHT 
GO TO 5 
999 CALL EXIT 
END 
1005 FORMAT (El5.8,F7.3,F5.2,2F8.3) 
1011 FORMAT (3F6.3,El5.8) 
1014 FORMAT (2F9.3,3E15.8,I3) 
1019 FORMAT (43lllPROPORTI0N.AL + INTEGRAL CONTROL ACTION
~--
l--//12H PROP GAIN =,El5.8,5X,22H INTEGRAL TIM
E CONSTA 
2NT •,FJ.5.8/////) 
1020 FORMAT (25H1INTEGRAL CONTROL ACTION----~//22H INTE
GRA 
11 TIME CONST •,El5.8/////) 
1022 FORMAT {54HlNO CONTROL ACTION, TEST PROGRAM WITH FE
ED 
lBACK ELEMifffl!-------III//) 
1023 FORMAT (29HlPROPORTIONAL CONTROL ACTION----//20H
 PROP 
lORTIONAL GAIN =,El5.8/////) 
1025 FORMAT (41HlPROPORTIONAL + DERIVATIVE CONTROL ACTI
ON-
l----//12H PROP GAIN •,El5.8,5X,24H DERIVATIV
E TIME CO 
2NST •,El5.8/////) 
1026 FORMAT (22Hl3 MODE CONTROL ACTION---//12H PROP GA
IN= 
l,E15.8,5X,24H DERIVATIVE TIME CONST •,E15.8,5
X,22H IN 
2TEGRAL TIME CONST •, El5. 8/ ////} 
1030 FORMAT (63HlTEST RESPONSE OF HEAT EXCHANGER PROGRA
M, 
1 NO FEEDBACK ELENfE!fJ!-----/////) 
1035 FORMAT (85HO--•TIME-----FLOW FCNT-----EXIT TEMP--
---D 
lIMLES X-TEMP-----FEEDBK TEMP-----EXIT-REFT
-----/) 
1040 FORMAT(F7.3/7H---THRU,4X,Ell.4,4X,F9.4,6X,E12.5/7H
---
. 1-1.0---//) 
1050 FORMAT (F7.3,4X,Ell.4,4X,F9.4,6X,El2.5,6X,F9.4,5X,
 
1 F9.4) 
1095 FORMAT (1X/////7H--PO • ,F7.3,10X,6H BB• ,F7.3//8H
 D 
lELT • ,E6.3,9X,8H DELX • ,F6.3,7X,8H XEND = 
,FS.2//14 
2H STEAM TEMP• ,F8.3,5X,18H REFERENCE TEMP= 
,FS.3, 
3 lOX,19H FIBK TIME CONST :s ,F7.3//14H INLET T
EMP•, 
4 F8.3,5X,25H sm HEIGHT IN TEMPIN = ,FS.3) 
Note: In parts of the above the dash (-) has been u
sed 
to indicate blank spaces on cards. 
':·:: 
t ;.,.;_;, 
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Control of Linearized Model 
The linearized model is given by the P.D.E. 
~/~t + ~Q/~x-+ P0ij::P0 r(t)(l-b)exp(-P0 x) (7) 
"' ,., .. where Q•Q(t,x) is the deviation of dimensionless tempera-
ture from steady state.. If r( t} equals zero, for a step 
in entering tube-fluid temperature the solution of .eqn. 7 
is: 
(22) 
As in Model I, a step in entering temperature does not 
affect the exit temperature until t=1.o. Therefore, the 
numerical solution can be started from this time. The 
approximations for ~Q/~t, °b9fe·x, ~, and r are identical 
to those given earlier for the variable-coefficients 
model. R~defining E and Has 
E = t:t/2Ax 
H= P0 At/2 
the relevant diff'erence equations are 
i <'I, all n 
(66) 
(67) 
. f ., 
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i) I, 2(n(NOUT-l 
-(E/Z)~i+l n-1 + (l+H)e'i+l n + (E/2 )Qi+l n .. 1 = , . , . . , 
tE/Z)~i n-1 + (l;.H)Qi n - (E/Z)Qi n+l • , , , . 
P 
0
At (1-b ).exp (-P 0 _(n-l)Ax)-:i-r1 ( 68). 
i~I, n=-NOUT~x=XEND 
-EQi+l,NOUT-1 + (l+EtH)~i+l,NOUT :.EQi,NOUT-1 
+ (1-E-H)Q.i NOUT + P0 At(l-b)exp(-P0-:~n1°ND)*ri (69·) , . 
In dimensionai quantities the temperature is expressed as 
(70) 
Total quantities can be calculated from. the relationships 
Qi+l,n=~n +- Qi+l,n 
( 
-~ 
= exp -P0 (n-l)Ax) + Q · .1 . J.+- 'n (71) 
The coefficient matrix for Model II involves only en nstant 
teI~rs (E and H) and is, therefore, independent of r(t) or 
t. Only the matrix of nonhomogen~ous terms diredtly in-
cludes the flow changes. The remainder of the program i·s 
identical to that of the variable-coefficients model, with 
temperatton deviations replacing all total quantities. 
Sinusoidally Varying 
Steam· Temperature· 
.The di.fferential equation which describes the ex-
changer with sinusoidally varying steam temperature, con-
stant flow, is 
I • 
·- -r 
·:'.{· 
~-,. 
-- ---,-
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~e/~t + \Q(bx + P0Q =P0 A/(T0 -T~ sin wt (72) 
where Ts(t) = Ts
0 
... A*sin wt and _Q{t,x) = (T 80-T(t,x))/ 
(Ts -T
0
) • The LaP.lace transform of eqn. 72 using the ini-
o 
tial condition Q (0 ,x)= exp (-P x) is 0 
-P x 
dQ ( s , x) / ax + ( s+ ~ 
0
) Q ( s , x) = e O + PO A1 w/( s 
2 
+v?) 
where A1=A/(T
8 
-T0 ). Solving this linear O.D.E. by 0 . 
usual techniques subject to the boundary condition 
Q(t,o)•l.O~Q(s,O)=l/s, one obtains 
r, 2 2 :, [. - ( s+P ) xl 
Q(s,x)=-L_P
0
A1w/ (s +w )(s+P0 )J 1 - e 
O J + 
-P0x/ e s 
Equation74 can be inverted using convolution to yield 
Q(t,l)=[P
0
A1w/(P~+w2)] [/Pot - cos wt - (P/wlsin w~ 
(73) 
(74) 
+ exp (-PO ) , t ,( 1 ( 75 a) 
Q ( t • l)=fr 
0
A1 w/ (P~+w2)] e-P O [ cos w( t~l) - e-P O ( t-l) 
- (P
0
/w)sin·w(t-1)] + Q(t,1)t(l' t) 1 (75b) 
The numerical solution is similar to the approximations 
for flow disturl:>ances, except of course that r(t)=O.O and 
that a constant term is added to D(I), namely 
(P 
0
A
1
w)sin wti+i- • The values- in Table 4 illustrate the 
influence of resonance on the amplitude ratio of the re-
sponse. In the table 11 diff11 is the maximum deviation of 
the numerical solution according to the Crank-Nicolson 
scheme from the exact analytical solut1on. 
1,·'' 
'··-~ 
:·,1 
;.'' 
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Table 4: Maximum and minimum displacement of exit 
temperature response to sinusoidally varying steam 
temperature 
Conditions: P0=1.0,. b:0.5, A=~o.o°F, 
T =80°F 
0 ' 
T
8 
= 220°F, XEND=l.2 
0 
w Qmax g· At diff min 
4 o.478 0.240 0.02 0.01 :1:0.0003 
211' o.403 o.332 0.01 0.01 i0.0002 
9 o.421 0.315 0.01 0.01 :t0.0005 
The steady-state dimensionless exit temperature, before 
the system wa_s disturbed, is Q(O,l)=0.368. Therefore, 
because the magnitude ratio goes from a decreasing to an 
increasing function as upset frequency is increased, tlle 
phenomenon· of resonance .is shown to be present. Tbe re-
sults also indicate that the truncation err.or of the 
Crank-Nicolson solution is rather small. It was also ob-
served that -there were no oscillations in r~sponse. 
', . 
.... ·--z··-
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